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PREFACE 

THE aim of this volume is to set forth in 

a plain way the salient facts of that new 

branch of agricultural science which is 

now universally known as dry-farming. 
The writer has taken special care to deal 
only with the dat: obtained by reliable 

farmers, experiment-station workers, to

gether with the results of his own experi
ence. It is therefore hoped that this little 
manual will form a safe and useful guide"' 
to those thousands of settlers who are 
ceaselessly pouring into the great semi
arid plains of the United States and 

Western Canada and be of genuine value 

as well to all those interested in the studY, 

and practice of agriculture. 
xiii 
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DRY-FARMING 

CHAPTER I 

HISTORY OF DaY-FARMING 

I N the study of dry-farming we are 
naturally led at the outset to ask what · 

is tl).e real meaning of the term "desert.." 
''llb~ aictionary defines it as "a barren 
. tl'8.et incapable of supporting popU1a~ 
tion, as the vast .sand plains of Asia and 
Africa, which are destitute of moisture 
and vegetation." Such a definition is 
apt to mislead us unless we constantly · 
bear in mind that what is now a desert 
region may be transformed in a few 
years intO a country of fertile fields ca
pable of sustaining a large popUlation. 
The.nWst striking illustration ot this fact 
is to be found in A1penca. Spread oUt 
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an old map of the United States, of ju.et 
forty years ago, and you will see that vast 
region marked ."The Great American 
Desert" which stretched from the Mis
souri to the Rockies. What has hap
pened 1 In the space of a single 
generation, a vast army of settlers has 
invaded this region and six transconti
nental railroads' bring food and the 
daily paper to the farmer's door. Next 
turning to the British Empire we note 
that great desert region of Australia so 
quaintly called the "Never-Never-Coun
try" on . the fringe of·whieh farmers even 

, now are settling. Lastly, coming to 

South Africa, we can mark out the 
Kalahari Desert, or, as it is termed in the 

1 On the loth of Jut May forty y.... 1WI eIapoed 
lillee the ran. of the UDioa P"'fi<>movlng.~met 
the ..us of the CeJttrol PlIcifi<> moving eastward at Prom
oolDrT Point, D .... Qaden. Utlilh, and the em. _tI
DeDtaI ftIl .... ,. ".. tInIahed. To-cl&, the UDited SI-. 
~.i!IO.ooo miJeo of ~ Jll' .6>n;,r_ peW 
~ ofthe . ..uw.,..,._ of the ......... watd. . 
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native tongue, the «Great Thirst C0un
try," which is destined in our own lifetime 
to become the happy and prosperous 
home of hundreds of . energetic colonists. 
The lesson of all this is plain. In our dry 
.or desert lands we possess a priceless heri
tage; and il there are any persons who 
still think that there are no more good 
farms to be had, you may remind them of 
that fine saying of Emerson: "The Jut; 
lands are the best lands." 

Defimtion. 
The term "dry-farming," or, as ~ 

writers prefer to say, "dry-land f&r'Dl
ing," is a new term which originated in 
western America. In Utah .o.ud aome 
other portions of the G~Basin it is 
common to speak of arid-farming. Still 
another term is "screntlfic~8OlfCwture," 
but it is far too cumbersome ffYr the ordi~ 
"lIItt) "~'lWf.!n.~-wut~~ 
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sion. For the sake of uniformity it 
would be well if all experiment stations, 
farmers' societies, and the agricultural 
press in general would agree to speak of 
"dry-farming" and "dry-land agri
culture." Dry-farming may be defined 
as the conservation of soil moisture dur
ing long periods of dry weather by means 
o~, together with tbe growth of 
drought-resistant plants. It is not, of 
course, farming ,,~thout moisture. for 
that would be clearly impossible. The 
phrase is now widely and loosely applied 
to a particular form of farming in all 
places where the normal rainfall ranges 
from zero to~ inches per annum. That 
is to say, a farmer in a certain district of 
Utah might speak of dry-farming with 9 
inches of rain; while his neighbor in eas
tern Nebraska with a rainfall of 29 inches 
might equally well propose to conserve 
his surplus moisture by proper tillage 
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along dry-fanning lines. But although 
the fundamental principles would be the 
same, the details of the two operations 
would be vastly different. For the Utah 
f'!-fIDer would. f~q~re. to accumulllte a 
two years' rainfall t';--Pro<l~~~~ti!lfaC
tOry crop'; whereas--his 'more fortunate 
brother in Nebraska would doubtless de
mand an annual crop from such an abun
dant supply of moiSture. Nevertheless, 
the Utah farmer has one distinct advan
tage over his friend in N ebrask:a, namely, 
that his rain falls during the winter 
months when evaporation is not exces
sive; whereas in Nebraska much of the. 
rain falls during the hot summer months 
when a very large percentage is likely to 
be lost through evaporation. 

An Ancient Practice. 
It is sometimes said that dry-famaing 

is a new agricultural practice. Btlt it is ' 
II 
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not 80. Even in America the farmers of 
Utah have been raising crops on their 
dry·lands with a rainfall of less than 15 
inches for over half a century. More than 
that: dry-farming has been practised 
since the dawn of civilization in Mesopo
tamia in Egypt, and in northwestern 
India. And, as Hilgard has pointed out, 
the great depth of soil in arid regions as 
compared with that of humid climates 
undoubtedly explains largely why the 
ancient agriculturists could remain in 
the same country for thousands of years 
without having any knowledge of llIcien-

.tific agriculture. Most farmers are aware 
of the fact that the roots of plan~,i~, f~ 
deeper in dry regions than · they do in 
damp climates. Now Jt the roots of 
plants can penetrate to 'great depth, 80 

surely must both moisture and air. It 
would thus seem . that an all.wiIe Provi· 
dence had amply compensated ' the agri. 

10 
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culturist of the semi-acid region by giving 
him in many parts of the globe great 
depth of soil combined with an iiiiJiQIt 
inexhaustible fertility. Such at least is 
the lesson of history. 

An EnglUh AgricultutVt. 
The starting-point in our story may 

be said to be -the publication of that 
agricultural classic entitled "The New 
Horse-Hoeing Husbandry" or "An Es
say on the Principles of Tillage and 
Vegetation"byJethroTull. Thisveryre-I 

markable man, who was bom in the year 
1674, may be justly called the "Father 
of the Experimental Method in Agricul
ture." He wu · also the foremoat 
preacher of his time of the gospel of 
good tillage. The great valu~ of Tull's 
writings -is that they are foUnded not 
upon mere theory, but upon actual eJ[

periments in the field. At that time,-in 
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the south of Europe, it was customary 
for the peasant" to till the rows between 
the grape-vines. This practice attracted 
the attention of the English traveler, who 
on his return began to carry out the same 
system on his own estate; and as a result 
of his studies and experiments. be pub
lished his agricultural classic in the year 
1781. Tull's idea-which was that by 
tillage soils might be constantly and 
forever re-invigorated or renewed-is 
summed up in his famous epigram "Til
lage is Manure." He believed that the. 
earth was the true and the sole food of 
the plant; and, further, that the plant 
feeds and grows by taking in minute par
ticles of soil. And since these particles 
are thrown off from the surface of the 
soil grains, it {onowed, therefore, that the 
more finely the soil was divided the more 
numerous the particles and the more 
readily the plant wOuld grow . .AlthoUgh 
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Tun's theories were wrong, his practice 
has been fonowed by all progressive far
mers down to the present time. We now 
know that plants do not absorb particles 
of earth, but take in food ill solution. 
Consequently, the more the particles of 
soil are broken up and refined, the more 
plant food the roots can absorb. Before 
Tull's day, seeds were sown broadcast 
and but little subsequent tillage was 
given. He recommended a more thor
ough preparation of the land. He ad
vised that wheat, oats, and other crops be 
planted in drills to admit of tillage with 
a horse-hoe. He devised a number of 
tools to perform this work. For all these 
things, he was bitterly abused and op
posed by his contemporaries. His system 
met with much opposition from the far
mers themselves. In the third and fourth 
editions of this work the editors affirm 
that "what is still more to be lamented, 

15 
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these people [farmers] are so much at
tracted to their old customs that they are 
not only averse to alter them themselves, 
but are moreover ind}lS!aious . tQ .prevent 
others from succeeding, who attempt to 
introduce anything new." And again: 
"The Hoe-Plough has been complained 
of as cumbersome and unwieldy to the 
horse and ploughman." With Tull we 
see the beginning of modern farm ma
chinery; and as Professor Bailey re
marks: "Evecy commonwealth might 
well raise a monument to the memory of 
Jethro Tull." He died in the year 17j(). 

Dry-Farming in the United Statu. 
In the United States, the history of 

dry-farming may be said to date back 
to 18.9, the year of the gold discovery in 
California. At that time men .crossed 
from the Eastern States, passed over the 
deaerlB. and settled along the :Pacific 

16 
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Coast. .As was natural, the early pio
neers in the State of California. just as 
in South Africa, established themselves 
along the sides of rivers; but in process of 
time they became bolder and began to till 
the land which layaway from the water 
courses. It is probable that the ftrst 
farming on dry land in California was 
done. in connection with orclJard cultiv. 
tion. Several years ago Hilgard of 
California called attention to the vat 
potentialities of the arid lands of the 
West and by his brilliant researches in 
the laboratory and in the field be clearly 
proved that they possess certain distinct 
advantages over the more humid soils of 
the East. He has always laid special 
.tress on the two ftmdamental principle. 
ot dry-land farming, namely, deep inithIl 
preparation .of the ground, and constant 
sbaIlow altet-eultivation. He baa · ~ 
observed that in se1~ virgin laBd· feJr . 

17 . 
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dry-fanning, the farmer should not rest 
content merely with the chemical analy
sis of his soil, but should earefully exam
ine the nature of the native vegetation, 
and probe or dig to a depth of five or six 
feet before passing final judgment on the 
capability of such ground for this type of 
farming. Hilgard's investigations on 
the subject of alkali land have also been 
of the greatest value to the. farmers of 
California. 

111 N ebrruka. 
So far as Nebraska is concerned, the 

first settlements were a hopeless failure. 
and indeed it was not until three great 
tides of settlement had washed this State 
and receded in disaster that success was 
finally won. The pioneers of Nebraska 
mostly came from the humid regions of 
the Eastern States as well as from 
EUl'Ope. And it was but natural that, jf 

18 
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they had any knowledge of farming 
whatsoever, it was of farming in a damp 
climate. Thus it happened that both 
their methods and their seeds were totally 
unsuited to the drought-stricken plains 
of the Sun1lower State. Nevertheless, 
the best of the colonists remained. and, 
being taught a bitter lesson by their eon • . 
tinuallosses, finally changed their meth
ods, adapted themselves to their arid 
surroundings. and so eventually estab
lished prosperous homesteads. The .in
ftuence of two men in this State had much 
to do with concentrating . attention upon 
the possibilities of dry-land farming. 
The one, Mr. Hardy W. Campbell, of 
Lincoln, Nebraska, has introduced what 
is widely known as the "Campbell 
method" of cultivation throughout the 
Western States. The other, the late Mr . . 
J. Sterling Morton, the father of Arbor 
Day, ~ for BOme time Secretary of · 

19 
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Agriculture. Mr. Morton was also a 
Nebraska pioneer, and it is to his in1iu
ence that most of the homesteads of that 
State are surrounded by groves of trees 

. and, furthermore, that Arbor Day bas 
, spread throughout the whole world. The 

advantages of trees in the conaen&tion 
of moisture are well . knowr;t~ ~1I who 
Iiividarmed on the wind-swept prairies. 

In. Utah. 
Utah, which takes its name from the 

Indian tribe "Eutaw," is a land of snow
clad mountains and desert places. Now 
although the agricultural and industrial 
development of this important State has 
Undoubtedly been due to the practice of 
irrigation'-which has been raised to a 
higber art here than anywhere else on the 
American Continent, with the possible 

1 It is said the lint lrrigatIon caaalin the UDiIed StatoI 
.... b1Iilt In Utah In the year 1841. 

20 
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exception of California-it is also of in
terest to note that . the colonists of Utah 
have also been the pioneers in dry-farm
mg. The total area of the Mormon 
Commonwealth. is 82,190 square miles; 
but the boldings are smaJ.l.; the avera.ge 
size farm being about forty acres; while 
five and ten acres are not uncommon. 
This, of course, refers to farms under 
irrigation. At the present moment, bow
ever, only 988 square miles are irrigated. 
or a little more than one per cent. 
of the total land of the State. For the 
sake of argument, increase the irrigated 
area to 10,000 square miles, and yet only · 
a trifle more than twelve per cent. of the 
State will be under irrigation farming, 
leaving 72,000 square miles, or nearly 
45,000,000 acres of arid lands. The soil 
of these millions of acres is fertile; the 
rainfall is. low; they are covered with 
age-bush, greasewood, and s\Jn1Iowers; 

• 21 
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there is no possibility of irrigating those 
deserts, but they form a priceless though 
as yet undeveloped part of the State, in . 
the opillion of many far-seeing citizens. 
The problem of arid-f8.rming in Utah is 
not new. Even at the building of the first 
canal the pioneers wistfully put the 
question: "What can be done with the 
deserts?" And the story of the conquest 
of these deserts is a romance of the past 
half-century. The first settlers passed 
through Emigration Canyon and entered 
the Valley of the Great Salt Lake on 
July 24, 1847, when they at once ap
plied themselves to the digging of irriga
tion ditches. As time wore on new 
irrigation canals were built and more and 
more land was brought under cultivation. 
Sometimes, however, the full supply of 
water failed to reach the farmer; yet here 
and there fair . but small crops were 
reaped. This fact did not escape the 

22 
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notice of the more thoughtful settlers and 
several attempts were made to grow 
wheat without irrigation even as early as 
the year 1855. These efforts failed be
cause they were made mostly on irrigated 
farms. But the farmers of that day were 
not aware of the fact, now so well under
stood, that farming without irrigation 
cannot be practised on soils which are 
now and then flooded with irrigation 
water. Ten years later an experiment 
was made on a much larger and bolder 
scale. It was then that a little band of 
immigrants-most of whom hailed from 
Scandinavia-had settled on what is now 
known as Bear River City. They drew 
the water for their farms from the Malad 
River. Now the water of this stream is 
heavy with alkali, and it was only a mat· 
ter . of a few years until the lands had 
become so impregnated with noxiOlJB 
salts as to be unable to sustain a crop. In 

26 
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despair the settlers swung their plows 
into the hopeless sage-brush lands. 
planted their wheat, waited, watched and 
prayed. To their amazement the seed 
sprouted and the young plants stood up 
bravely in the scorching sun and yielded 
a bountiful crop. This was the first great 
victory for dry-farming in the State of 
Utah. For several years the practice 
was confined to the northern part of the 
State-notably the Cache Valley-and it 
has only been spread to the central and 
southern counties within the past decade 
or so. But as far back as the year 1879 
Major J. W. Powell in his volume en
titled "The Lands of the Arid Region" 
speaks of the strange sight of tbese dry
farms. And Brigham Young often pre
dicted that the time would come when the 
lands above the irrigation canals would 
produce vast crops of grain. It was only 
however. as the rivers passed into private 

26 
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ownership, and the population increased. 
that the people themselves seriously 
turned to dry-farming. De that as it 
may, with forty years' experience' it is 
but little wonder that the farmers of this 
State can speak: as those having authority 
on the fundamental principles of dry
farming. 

Dry-farming in Utah is thus no mere 
theory, but an actual fact, and if any 
further proof were needed it would be 
found in the latest statistics, which show 
that the acreage under the plow and the 
harrow is already far greater than that 
under the irrigation furrow. 

In Utah Dr. John A. Widtaoe, Direc
tor of the State Agricultural College at 
Logan, was the first publicly to advocate 

1 _tly, the writ .. Ylsited a rum In tile Coclte Valley 
wbIclt Iw! yielded wbeat continUously for the put bty 
1-witltGut the ..... of _....... 'J.'be IISUiOl pnctIeo Iw! 
been ~ m, W'beat one ,year, aummet ·faDOw the 
-. _, tbeJut _ _ mditlg""" .~..-&. . 

t7 
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the reclamation of the deserts by the 
scientific study of the soil. In this cause 
he has been ably assisted by Professor 
Lewis A. Merrill, Superintendent of the 
Farmers ' Institutes and Editor of the 
D escrel Fanner. Dr. \>;Tidtsoe's gospel of 
dry-farming, as applied to Utah, may be 
summed up in the following terms: 

1. Plow deep. 
2. Plow in the Fall; there is no need 

for Spring plowing. 
3. Cultivate the soil in early Spring, 

and as far as pos'silile after e\'ery rain. 
4. Fallow the land every other year, 

under a rainfall of 12 to 15 inches; every 
third year, under a rainfall of 15 to 20 
inches. 

5. Grow crops that are drought-re
sistant. 

6. To make dry-farming successful 
among practical men stick to a few crops, 
preferably such staples as whm o.!!.t~, 

28 
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b~, rye and alf~a., and then when 
they are established go on to others. 

The tirst dry-farmers on the bench' 
lands of Utah soon learned to plow , 
deeply and to cultivate often in order to , 
provide a natural soil reservoir for their 
scanty rainfall and, at the same time, to 
retain it as long as possible. They also 
found out, through long experience, that 
light seeding and the cropping of the 
land every second year gave the biggest 
harvests on dry soils. This particular 
practice led to the development of mois
ture-saving summer fallows, of which I 
sballspeak later. 

Other State8. 
Although I have only touched upon 

three States, it must not be supposed that 
dry-farming is purely a .local problem. 

1' 111 acricuItate • 'Ubeneh" Is "t])e ,neuIy te.cJ OJ' 

pmtl,lIIopIng laud riaiog a1m-e the O<ijocent ..... repm 
aDII ~. pol't a( a _ or _. dloanifed li'om 
the ftIIIIOlador "" _-O......,.~. 

81 
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For it has been suceessfully tried to a 
greater or less degree in every State in 
the West. Twenty years ago a begin
ning was made in dry-farming in eastern 
Wyoming near the Black Hills. During 
the same period settlers were pouring 
westward . over the Dakotas, Kansas, 
Colorado, Montana, and the drier sec
tions of Oregon. 

Experiment Statiom. 
It is said that the first experiment 

farms in the semi-arid country were 
started by the State of Colorado in the 

, year 1894. But for lack of funds these 
stations were abandoned and it is to the 
State of Utah that the honor belongs 
of having first established and suceess
fully maintained a series of dry-land 
experiment stations. Since the year 
1895, the reclamation of the d~ with
out irrigation has been the subject of 

32 
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much discussion among the officers of the 
Utah Experiment Station. In 1901, a 
systematic investigation was begun, and 
in 1903 the Governor recommended in 
his message to the Legislature that arid 
experimental farms be established. Such 
is the brief history of the Arid Farm 
Bill. In the State of Utah, five experi
mental farms have been established. 
They consist of forty acres each. Each 
county in which a farm was placed 
donated the land, cleared the ground of 
sage-brosh, and so forth, gave it a first 
plowing, and inclosed it with a rabbit
proof fence. Numerous citizens took a 
personal interest in the work and greatly 
simplified the inauguration of the experi
mental plots. These farms are under the 
direction of the Agricultural College. 
The results of the Utah Dry-Land Ex
perimerit Farmil may be summed up as 
fonows: 
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They have already demonstrated, 
(1) The great value oftillage in dry-

fanning. "', ' .. , ... 

(2) That by proper methods a certain 
percentage of moisture can be carried 
over from one season to another. 

(8) That the finest wheats are those 
grown on dry lands. 

(4) That the area of dry-farming can 
. be greatly extended by the introduction 
of drought-resi~tant cereals. 

Furthermore, the publications of these 
stations have been the means of attract
·ing hundreds of new settlers to Utah. 
All this has been accomplished with an 
extraordinarily low State appropriation 
of $12,000 per annum. Meanwhile, the 
United States Department of Agricul
ture, through the Bureau of Plant 
Industry, has established a chain of ex-. 
periment stations in the semi-arid region 
for the purpose of testing the best meth-
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ods of conserving soil moisture and 
raising dry-land crops. 

Dry-Farming Congress. 
Lastly must be mentioned the part 

played by the Dry-Farming Congress. 
This conference was started three years 
ago in the City of Denver as a sort of 
"side-show" to the Live-stock Exhibi
tion; but it was soon found that many 
more farmers were interested in the sub
ject of dry-fa.rming than in the pedigrees 
of cattle, horses, and sheep. And the 
country at large awoke to the fact that 
dry-farming was no mere theory but a 
subject of vast economic importance. A, 
year later the Trans-Missouri Dry-Farm
ing Congress met in Salt Lake. City; 
and this year at Cheyenne, Wyoming, 
when several foreign delegates t were 

J The following <xntntries setJ't their repreK:Dtativea to 
th;.. Conp"'" AUJib'ali., Cawoda, Moxlco, a.,.ia. Brasil, 
n....YMl, ""d Great Britain. 
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present and took part in tJre proceed
ings. The fourth Congress will meet in 
Montana. In the past dry-fa.nning has 
suffered from the attempts of unscrupulous 
land dealers to use it as a means of selling 
worthless land. But the Congress has 
always stood out against such misleading 
statements; and at Cheyenne a resolution 
was passed denouncing in the strongest 
terms all fake and sensational advertise
ments. The future of dry-farming is 
assured. It will take its place alongside 
the sister science of irrigation, and 
through the combined efforts of the far
mer and the expert it is destined to exer
cise an enormous influence on the future 
development of the United States and 
the British Empire. 



CHAPTER II 

SOME POINTS IN PRACTICE 

I N dry-farming the most important 
factor is the nature and quality of the 
~ One man may fail to "make good." 
in the expressive language of the West, 
although the rainfall of his region is 
ample. by reason of the poorness 0'. the 
soil; another may raise spll'ndid crops in 
a country of a small average precipita
tion.'" In the selection and purcballe of 
dry-farms. many serious mistakes might 
bave bee~ avoided if the farmer had 
known: first. that the most important 
~s.,~ ~~ptl:! of .soil; second. that sandy 
or silty loams are the best soils for dry
farming. and third. that the ch&racter of 

1 A tetra wIIich IDdudeo nIn, _. aDd.tleet. 
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the soil can readily be determined by 
simply digging a pit or examining a 
railroad cutting. Having satisfied him
self on this score the intelligent and 
energetic dry-farmer can go in and pos
sess the land and be reasonably sure of 
mccess. 

All soils are not suitable for dry-farm
ing. They may be too shallow or too 
loose, or too compact. The soil must be 
looked upon as a sort of reservoir for the 
rtorage of water over periods ranging 
From a few weeks to many months. With 
that in mind, the. question is, "what soils 
will best retain the rainfall?" And the 
mswer is, "sandy loams having a good 
mpply of well decomposed vegetable 
nold." Besides, such soils are warm, 
nellow, and easy to plow. In dry-
1arniing as a general rule, soi:ls <MJght.not 
to be .We l!eI1,VY. For example, clay soils 
IJ'e unsuitable as the moisture does not 
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rise fast enough to supply the plant dur
ing spells of very dry weather. Further
more. such soils prevent the do~ward 
penetration of the roots of the plant. and 
are therefore to be avoided. Again, soils 
containing a large quantity of humus 
(decaying vegetable and animal matter) 
are much better than those which are 
lacking in this quality. Humus not only 
increases the moisture-holding capacity 
of soils, but also improves their mechani
cal texture. Although arid soilM are 
usually comparatively poor in humus, 
'they are much richer in nitrogen than the 
soils of humid regions, and so, smaller 
amounts suffice. It has also been recently 
found that the nitrifying germs 8re Pres
ent in Uiige numbers in the soils of the 
drier regions and in a very &clive sta~. 
Soils known to be poor in lime shOllId be 
avoided, or supplied with marl or quick
lime. preferably with marl. Of cou.rse, 
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naturally poor soils can he greatly im
proved and made good dry-farming soils 
by green·manuring or merely the appli
~ion of bar;;~yard manure. But the 
application of commercial fertilizers is 
seldom of much practical benefit to the 
ordinary dry-land farmer who needs 
more especially a moisture-retaining soil 
rather than a temporary artificial stimu
lant to plant growth. The nature of 
vegetation is a very important matter. 
In a new country the prospective farmer 
should first of all look out for any wild 
leguminous (pod-forming) plants. For 
two reasons: first, because they indicate 
the presence of sufficient lime to justify 
dry-farming; and, secondly, they nearly 
always have deep roots showing a good 
depth of soil. Another point to he noted 
ou viewing all agricuiturallands is the 
development of trees. Are . they well 
developed and of fairly nonna! form-
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not low or stunted? It.is not so much a 
question of species as a problem of nor
mal or abnormal growth. Certain trees 
indicate good land provided they are of 
normal growth. 

But the most essential point is to bore 
to a depth of not less than five or six feet 
in order to see what is the nature of the 
subsoil. For in dry-farming the amount 
of moisture which will rise to the plant 
roots depends upon whai sort of soil .is 
below and its depth. Gravel will effec
tually hinder water from getting up fry>Jn 
below. Further. if the water-table (that 
is. the point at which water is found by 
digging) is too shallow. the roots will be 
prevented from feeding properly and 
may be drowned. For example. a water
table of five feet i~ too little for al
falfs. (lucerne) though it would do well 
enough for clover; alfalfs. should have at 
least from ten to fifteen feet for its long 
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tap-root to strike down Illld fully de
velop. Again, you can often get a good 
idea of the true nature of the subsoil by 
noticing how deep ants and burrowing 
animals go Illld what kind of soil they 
bring up. Perhaps a single case which 
Professor Hilgard mentioned to the 
writer will make this clear. Some time 
ago, in the State of Washington, Hil
gard noticed a tall luscious grass grow
ing in a particularly arid region. He 
could not understlllld how the grass hap
pened to thrive there until he observed 
that it invariably grew in the burrows of 
badgers. The badgers had subsoiled the 
land and so made a natural soil reservoir 
which was moist enough for that par
ticular species of grass. Here the bad
gers' proved a true beacon to the farmers 
who afterwards went inand possessed the 

1 In South Allica the p_oe or ant-hUIs I. -n,. a 
teIiabIe sign of good dry-flu-ming country • .. 
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land. Subsequently, the same land grew 
excellent crops of potatqes. It is always 
well to look carefully at the roots of 
native grasses; to follow their depth and 
then to find out by simple feeding tests, 
chemical analysis, or inquiry, the nutri· 
tive value of each grass. Some grasses 
are so full of tlinty matter that cattle will 
not thrive on them; others again, grow
ing on very dry lands, often make very 
good fodder. Furthermore. animals, 
usually prefer the grass growing on hilly 
lands to the green vegetation on low <m 
bottom lands. which is apt to be more or 
less salty. especially in arid regions. 

Finally, in case of doubt as to the real 
nature of the land. you can go to the 
nearest bluff and look at the geological 
formation of the country. A gentle slope 
is the best land for dry.farming, as hilly 
land is likely to be more or less irregular, 
with very uncertain soil strata. 
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Moiature and Fertility. 
In dry-farming, then, the two funda

mental problems are the conservation of 
moisture an the maintenance of soil 
fertility. Moreover, it may be said in a 
broad way that while the farmer of the 
East is most interested in the question of 
fertility, the farmer of the semi-arid 
West is much more interested in the sav-

, ing of moisture. Nor is tJle reason far to 
seek. In the Eastern States there is a 
plentiful supply of moisture, but the soils 
of many farms have been exhausted by 
injudicious cropping year after year and 
the land will no longer yield a profitable 
crop. The Eastern farmer is therefore 
confronted with an impoverished and ill
used soil. ADd so he tries to restore the 
early fertilit-y of his soil by tlle use of 
commercial fertilizers,' barn-yard, or 

1 The farmel's of 8 single State. Maine, spent last year 
$5,000,000 on the purchase of commercial fertilizers. 
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green manures. But the farmer of Utah, 
Montana, and Arizona is working on 
different land. He knows that if he Call 
conserve his moisture he will reap an 
abundant harvest.' His problem then is 
how best to store up his small annual 
rainfall. Show him how to do that and 
he is fully satisfied. Indeed, it is more or 
less useless to urge the conservation of 
fertility on men whose real need is more 
water. I do not wiSh to minimize the 
great value of fertility or the necessity 
of keeping the essential plant-foods Crom 
being used up: but simply to emphasize 
the fact that the farm must be made to 
pay, and it is more important for the 
\Vestem farmer to collcentrate hiS mind 
on the conservation of soil moiSture than 
on the possible exhaustion of his land in 
ten years' time. There are, of course, 

'Thil is also largely !roe of South Africa, where the 
problem of ~.mpply" much _lmportaDt than 
t.beq_of_y. . 
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districts in the West, n41tably in Oreg41n 
and in Minnesota, where the c41ntinu41us 
cropping 41f wheat 41ver periods 41f ten t41 
thirty years has seri41usly injured the 
land. The 41nly rati41nal way 41f restoring 
the fertility t41 such soils and increasing 
the yields 41n these 41ld grain lands is by 
rotati41n 41f cr41PS, and the use of barn
yard and green manures so as t41 return 
vegetable matter t41 the S41il. One 41f the 
very best cr41Ps t41 use f41r this purpose is 
cl41ver which has given such excellent re
sults 41n the exhausted wheat soils 41f the 
Red River Valley and southwestern 
Minnes41ta. Cl41ver is a nitrogen-gath
ering cr41P and is unrivaled as a soil
ren41vat41r. In dry-farming, commercial 
fertilizers are 41f little practical use and 
sh41uld be aV41ided. F41r they do not in
crease the store 41f humus-vegetable . 
m41ld - which is so important an agent in 
conserving the soil .. moisture. Further-
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more, being so expensive, they are 'only 
suited to intensive farming on limited 
areas close to the large markets. 

MiilJed Farming. 
The most successful dry-land farmers 

are those who are engaged in mixed 
farming-that is, growing grain and rais
ing stock at the same time. This is easily 
understood when we remember what an 
important bearing manure has on soil 
improvement, fertility, and the .retention 
of moisture. Where crops are fed to 
stock on the farm and the manure and 
refuse, such lIS corn stalks, returned to 
the land, the loss of soil fertility is com
paratively small. The feeding of cattle, 
lambs and hogs on the dry-farm will 
bring in to the energetic farmer ready 
money, while the manure will help to im· 
prove his soils and sustain his crops in, 
~'3( droo.!.ght. ' 
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Implement' for Dry-Farming. 
In order to carry out the principles of 

dry-farming, it is not necessary to pur
chase expensive implements; and many 
farmers raise good crops on dry lands 
with a very few tools. Indeed, the writer 
has seen more than one farmer ruined 
through the extravagant purchase of 
costly agricultural machines which, when 
not in use, were allowed to remain rusting 
in rain and snow-storm. As far as pos
sible simple sheds should be erected for all 
farm implements, or they may be covered 
with tarpaulins and greased from time to 
time. The dry-farmer should possess the 
following: Two-furrow plow, single
furrow plow, disc harrow, steel-tooth 
harrow, chain harrow, acme harrow, 
spring-tooth harrow, alfalfa (lucerne) 
harrow,' weeder, float or drag, corn-

, Note the Dumber of harrows. All of _In IMking 
the oolI mulch. 
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planter, press-drill, potato-planter and 
digger, horse-hoes and cultivators, roller, 
sub-surface packer,' mowing-machine, 
wagon, hay-ralte, etc. 

Size of the Dry-Farm. 
The question is often asked, "How 

large should a dry-farm be?" This is a 
purely local or personal question gov
erned by the land laws of individual 
States. If it were practicable it should 
depend on the family unit. That is to 

say, can a farm of a quarter-section, 160 
acres (Homestead Law), afford a suffi
cient acreage to support the farmer, his 
wife and four or five children; or does it 
require half a section, 820 acres, as under 
the new Mondell Law,' or a whole sec-

1 A IUb-ourface ~er i • . not esoentlal, ODd lbould be 
_ wI!Ii ..... t care on wet or heavy ooiI. 

I Thll Act, ... bleh ..... apprond Fehruuy 18, 1909, PI">' 
rides ft>r au ~ .bomestesd. Tble Ad: prorideo ft>r 
the maldng o( Homestead entry tor au __ of lIjO..... , 
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tion, 640 acres, as out among the sand
hills of Nebraska. All this naturally 
depends upon the energy of the husband
man, the nature of his climate, and the 
productivity of his soil. At farmers' 
meetings it is usual to hear this matter 
debated, with much earnestness, from 
two different points of view. On the one 

01' leu of Don--m1neral. Don~timbered, non-irrigable public 
land In the States of Colorado, Mootana, Nenda, Oregon, 
Utah, Washington, Wyoming. and in the Territori .. of 
ArbooDa and New M""ico. Thia Act is _ to ....... 
land which requiMs the application of dry-1iumiDg met.h
odI to make it produce ogricultnnl cropo. FiDaI proof 
mm be made .. in the ordinary Homeatead. and_. 
at I_t ODe II!urlh of the "hoIe __ III1UIt be .boYD to 
have been eontinuoualy cultivated to ogricuItnnl cropo, 
other than native -. beginning witb the thin! r
ot the entry and OOIltinuing to date of final proof. Fur
thermore, commutation is exp-r _eId.... Au inter
eating adclitional cia ..... is inserted in this Act in regard to 
the Stat.: of Utah, to the eII'ec;t that OIl land. _ han: 
not .ufticlent water UPOD them to. domestic _ COIl" 

tiDUOUS retidence is not D.......-y. but theeDtrymaa may _e at IIlOb di.oUnce .. wIll .... hIe him to fIum.-. 
twIy. Further. b. __ that be bu cultivated _ 

leu .......... baltot 'rhe~ _ltunDs1:be 1Ioai'Iil_ 
81th r-a ........ try. 
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band it is said, with much truth, that the 
great need in America to-day is better 
tillage; that the Red River farmer 
should produce not 7 or 8 bushels of 
wheat, but 14. to 16; and that this could 
be done by better cultivation on smaller 
holdings. On the other hand the West" 
erner justly remarks: "I am a pioneer. 
far removed from the comforts and 
pleasures of civilization. Land is cheap 
and abundant. I can live more easily and 
feed more stock on 320 acres than I can 
on 160." The writer has an open mind on 
this subject and does not care to dogma.. 
tize. But the following is poaaibly a fair 
statement of the case. For farming 
under irrigation the small farm unit 400, 
50, or 160 acres are the figures to be con
sidered; but a much larger unit, 160, 820, 
6400 . is essential to the dry-farmer. At 
any rate every one should poasess twice 
the amount of land he proposes to put in 
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crop and at least as much again for stock 
pasture. Undoubtedly, a section-640 
acres-of land would bring in a more 
certain livelihood than a smaller holding, 
and half' that amount, where little or no 
water is available for irrigation, is small 
enough to make a comfortable living in 
many parts of the semi-arid West. 

The Lesson. 
The ,development of dry-farming is 

teaching the,.<.!!~ ~'l,~ too of~n fo:rg()~n 
lesson of the vllJ!le. QJ.proper. tilla.g~" The 
mosrcomm~r; and fatal error in Western 
farming is the careless preparation of the 
ground. Poor".!!\!!!!<l'! plo,!iIlS' .lll:l<l t!J.e 
lack of after-cultivation of the soil are 
-,-~"'-~.'-".-.. " , 

the two factors to which crop failure is 
mainly due. It is impossibleforany 
plan,t to wi,thstand ~ ~ve~~'~l'~~g~t ",hell 
its ~tS]j~ ulwd:,dfs._sqiJ, ' But FlIt the 
~~~;~ in deep mellow earth, with a 
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individual soil grain is more or less sur
rounded by a film of moisture, as will be 
seen hereafter, it is evident that, other 
things being equal, the largest aggregate 
area of earth grains will retain the most 
water per cubic foot. Let us make this 
plain by a simple sum. Suppose that a 
cubic foot of marbles one inch in diam
eter has a total surface of 27.7 square 
feet. Now, for the sake of argument, 
reduce these mal·bles to one thousandth 
of an inch in diameter, and you will find 
that the total area per cubic foot is in
creased to 27,700 square feet. From this 
little problem it is clear that the total 
amount of water capable of being ab
sorbed by a soil which is cloddy and 
lumpy must be very small in comparison 
with that in a finely divided state, and not 
only is the absorbing power of the soil 
much less, but its capacity for holding 
moisture is likewise greatly diminished. 
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Free Water or Well Water. 
It is well known that all fertile soils 

contain many tons of water, which is 
usually present in three forms as (a ) free 
water or well water, (b) film water or 
capillary water! and (c) hygroscopic 
water. 

Free water is frequently called well 
water, ground water, standing water, or 
first water. It comes to the surface in 
the form of springs, and is usually the 
source of the supply of wells. If you dig 
a hole in any ground, you will generally 
strike water at a certain depth, which 
may be several inches or many feet below 
the surface. This point is termed the 
"water-table." Now the surface of the 
water-table follows, roughly, the general 
contoill' of the land; that is, it stands 
highest where the ground is highest, and 
lowest where the land is lowest. In dig
ging wells, therefore, the farmer must take 
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care to sink the bottom of his well so far 
below the level of the water-table that 
seasonable changes will not cause it to go 
dry. As a recent authority remarks, 
"We must consider, then, that beneath all 
farm soils, at some depth, there is stand
ing water, and that we plow and har
row above subterranean lakes." This is 
a most important fact, because if it is 
only a matter of one or two feet from the 
surface of the land to the level of the 50-

called soil-lake, there is evidently not 
enough dry soil for the plants to grow 
and thrive in, and consequently they are 
liable to sicken and die off. The depth 
of standing water most favorable to 

crops cannot be definitely stated, since so 
much depends upon the nature of the soil 
and tlie roots of the crop. Thus, while 
lucerne needs a fairly large amount of 
water to do well, its deep-rooting habit 
renders it undesirable that the "first," or 
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standing water, should be as near as three 
feet from the surface of the soil, whereas 
the shallower-rooting cereals may be suc
cessfully grown with a water-level of this 
depth. But in no case should free water 
come within eighteen inches of the sur
face. Tap-rooted plants descend to an 
extraordinary depth in sandy loams, and 
for such crops a high permanent water
level is not good, since they can obtain 
their moisture supply at great depths and 
demand a feeding area vast in compari
son with the soil mass at the service of 
shallow-rooted herbs. Thus lucerne roots 
frequently penetrate to the depth of 
twenty feet, and double this distance is 
not unknown. 

Film Water or Capillary Water. 
But the most valuable water in the 

soil and, at the same time, the most im
portant for the dry-land farmer, is that 
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elementary precaution of examining his 
sub-soil before planting an orchard or a 
vineyard, and should at the end of five 
years find his trees a dead loss in con
sequence of an unsuitable sub-soil." 
Again Hilgard says: "Eastern emi
grants, as well as a large proportion of 
Californian farmers, do not realize the 
privileges they possess in having a triple 
or quadruple acreage of arable soil under 
their feet, over and above the area for 
which their title-deeds call." 

Hygroscopic Moisture or Water Vapor . 
We now come to the third way in 

which water may occur in a soil. This is 
as water vapor or hygroscopic moisture.' 
The surface-soil absorbs water vapor 
from the air, and more especially during 
heavy dews and mists or in cool, damp 

1 U you take a tumbler of rold water into a warm room 
the glass becomes coated with a thin film of hygroscopic 
moisture produced by condensation. 
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nights. Thus it is that in some parts of 
the United States, notably California, 
summer fogs have a markedly good effect 
upon vegetation. And although this 
moisture is of but little value save in 
times of severe drought, it is not to be 
despised by any means. During the hot 
days of summer a soil of a high ab
sorptive power such as a well-tilled clay 
loam, will retain its moisture for a much 
longer time than a soil of low absorptive 
power, such as a shallow sandy soil, 
whose store of moisture will be exhausted 
in a few hours, while the surface of the 
land itself is heated up to the scalding 
point, thereby searing the stems and 
root-crowns of the growing crop. It is 
also worthy of Iiote that, generally speak
ing, soils of high absorptive power are 
also those of high capillary power. 

Hilgard summarizes the effect of hy
groscopic moisture as follows : 
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ll.AlNFALL AND EVAPORATION 

T HE agricultural productivity of 
any region is primarily governed 

by the nature of the climate and the 
quality of the soil. For example, the 
rainfall may be so scant or the growing 
season so short, or frosts so frequent as 
to make farming even on fertile land 
more or less impracticable. On the other 
hand, no matter how favorable the climate 
may be, if the soil is so compact as to 
retard the free movement of air, and 
water; or if it lacks one or more of the 
essential elements of plant-food, crops 
cannot be successfully grown. Now the 
climatic factors which are involved in 
crop production are temperature, rain-
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fall, and evaporation. With regard to 
the first it may be stated that wheat and 
oats will· stand a much lower temperature 
than corn (maize) or sorghum. Again, 
some regions are found in which the tem
perature is so high that wheat does not 
thrive. For this reason only those plants 
shonld be selected which are well adapted 
to the temperature range of the particu
lar region in which they are to be grown. 
Now in dry-land farming the most im
portant problem is naturally the amount 
an"d distribution of the rainfall. ' The 
rain falling in the course of a year is 
usually measured in the form of inches. 
This amount ranges all the way from 
nothing or a mere fraction of an inch, as 
in portions of the Andes and the great 
African and Asian deserts, to as much 
as 600 inches, or fifty feet, at Cherapun
dji in eastern India. In studying a 
rainfall map of the world it will be seen 
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that a large portion of the earth's sur
face is arid. This term is commonly 
meant to imply an annual average of less 
than 20 inches. The arid region thus de~ 
fined would include, in the United States, 
most of the country lying west of a line 
drawn through North Dakota and 
Texas, extending northwest into Canada 
and southward into Mexico; while in 
South Africa it would be found in the 
Kalahari Desert and in some portions of 
the Transvaal. The different sections of 
the United States comprise an Arid re
gion,' with a rainfall of from zero to 20 
inches; a Semi-arid region from 20 to 30 
inches; and a Humid region of 30 inches 
and upward. About two fifths of the 
United States is more or less arid and 
must be irrigated or cultivated by dry
farm methods. But as Professor Elwood 
Mead remarks: "If every drop of water 

1 The driest and wannest State is Arizona. 
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which falls on the mountain summits 

I 

could be utilized, it is not likely that more 
than 10 per cent. of the total area of the 
arid West could be irrigated, and it is 
certain that, because of physical ob
stacles, it will never be possible to get 
water to even this small percentage." 
This statement clearly shows what It vast 
tract of territory in America still re
mains to be reclaimed by dry-farming. 

N ow, although it would appear that a 
great deal of the West is more or less 
arid, it must not be forgotten that there 
is a heavy fall of snow during the winter 
over a very large area, which has a most 
beneficial influence on the physical condi
tion of the soil. Furthermore, the rain
fall which in any given region may be 
ample for certain drought-resisting 
plants, will be quite inadequate for seeds 
which have come from more humid coun
tries, and which demand a much larger 
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amount of water for their full develop
ment. Hence the term "dry-land crops" 
simplY means certain plants that are MIle 
t;-thrive and give good returns in regions 
where the rainfall is low or irre~. 
Again, it is commonly said that the cli
mate of the Great Plains region is 
changing and becoming drier and the 
same is popularly supposed to be true 
with regard to the rainfall of South 
Africa. 1 But is this really so? The rec
ords compiled by Mr. E. C. Chilcott and 
Dr. L. J. Briggs of the Department of 
Agriculture, are worthy of the close at-

1 In the Transvaal, South Africa, the rainfall varies from 
about 15 inches at Bloemhofto bO inches in the Woodbush 
Forest. The dry-land fanner in this colony has there
fore a good rainfall as compared with the dry-land far
mer in America. With regard to the total amount of rain, 
the Transvaal bas nothing to complain of. But it is its 
unfortunate distribution that creates farming difficulties. 
The only certain rainfall occurs during the period of No
olmb.tr to M(J'rch. Rains are indeed common in October 
but sometimes do DOt come. In this part of Africa there 
is DO snow. 
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tention of every dry-farmer. The figures 
·are taken from the records of the 
Weather Bureau for the Great Plains 
area for the past thirty years. In the 
year 1905, a season of excessive rain, the 
annual average for the Great Plains as a 
whole was 27 inches; but for the year 
1907 the total precipitation for the same 
year had sunk to a little less than 18 
inches. Notwithstanding this apparent 
decrease, Briggs emphatically states that 
"there is no foundation for the statement 
which has been made so often that the 
climate of the Great Plains as far as 
precipitation is concerned is permanently 
changed." Further, he clearly shows 
that if we divide the precipitation into 
ten-year periods and take the average for 
these periods that the rainfall during the 
years 1895-1905 exceeds the rainfall for 
the previous ten years 1885-1894, which 
includes the great drought of 1898 and 
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1894 (annual average 15-16 inches), by 
only half an inch. Thus the only safe 
criterion of the rainfall of any region is 
the average amount for a period of at 
least ten years. And it is satisfactory to 
reflect, as Briggs remarks, that the Settle
ment of the Great Plains has been made 
on a normal rainfall which is far bet
ter than an agriculture established dur
ing a series of abnormally w_et or dry 
years. 

EVaporation. 
So far as the writer is aware, Dr. 

Briggs of Washington was the first to 
call attention to the enormous impor
tance of evaporation in relation to dry
farming. And this is a matter of equal 
if not greater importance to the South 
African farmer in a land of hot suns, 
bare veldt, and dry, sweeping winds. To 
watch a terrific thunder-storm, to see riv-
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ers of water pouring over the land, and a 
few hours later to walk over perfectly 
dry ground is a phenomenon familiar to 
every farmer in the semi-dry zone. This 
appalling waste is mainly due to hard 
impenetrable soil-in a word to surface 
run-off; and, secondly, to the sucking 
power of a summer sun. 

Evaporation therefore is a factor 
which should not be ignored in passing 
judgment on the agricultural produc
tiveness of any region. By the term 

1 evaporation is meant the number of 

'

inches of water which vaporizes or evapo
rates from a clean water surface in a 
freely exposed open tank dl:ll"ing a given 

I period. Thus the annual evaporation is 
the total number of inches of water which 
evaporates ' during the year, just as the 
precipitation is measured by the total 
number of inches of water falling into the 
tank, as rain or snow, during the year. 
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Evaporation depends upon the tempera
ture of the evaporating surface, the dry
ness of the air, and the velocity of the 
wind. The hotter the day, the greater 
the evaporation; the drier the day, the 
greater the evaporation; the harder the 
wind blows, the greater the evaporation 
-the ceaseless sucking up of moisture. 
The amount of evaporation from an open 
tank of water is thus a measure of the 
evaporation of that locality. The higher 
the evaporation from the tank, the 
greater is the moisture demand made 
upon the soil. Briggs says: "Settlers 
looking into the possibilities of a new 
country inquire only regarding the rain
fall. The evaporation is not considered. 
This is doubtless largely due to the un
fortunate fact that evaporation data are 
not yet generally available. Such records 
would be of great value to the settler. In 
dry-farming the most favorable region, 
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other factors being equal, is obviously the 
one with the lowest evaporation. _ IJ'he 
demands upon the soil are here the smalJ.:. 
est ap.d in times of scanty rainfall the 
settler has a ' proportionately ' better 
chance to -mature Ii fair crop." A series 
of evaporation' determinations hils been 
made recently by the Department of 
Agriculture at various points throughout 
the West, during ' the . six ' months ' of 
spring and summer. These tests were 
made by means of a freely e}..'}lose'd 
tank set jn the soil, and sonle remarkable 
results were obtained. At North Dakota, 
with a summ~r rainfall of 13 mches 
the evaporation was 30 mches alid at 
Amarillo, Texas, during the same period, 
with a summer rainfall of 13 inches, 'the 
evaporation was 54 inches. Summarizing 
these experiments, 'Briggs says: "In other 
words, with the same rainfall in North 
Dakota 8.bd at Amarillo, during the 
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growing season, the man at Amarillo 
would be working under conditions which 
are practically twice as severe as those in 
North Dakota. Under those conditions, 
why are we justified in talking of precipi
tation alone? What does precipitation 
alone mean in connection with such fig
ures as those? If we assume that the 
precipitation required is in proportion to 
the evaporation, then the man at Ama
rillo, in order not to have to work harder 
to conserve the moisture than the man in 
North Dakota would need practically 
twice the rainfall." In the well-known 
desert region called the Staked Plains of 
Texas, the evaporation is very much 
higher. At EI Paso it is 58 inches, and 
at Yuma, Arizona, it is 56, while in New 
Mexico at the boundary between upper 
and lower California it reaches the 
startling :figure of 72 inches. The dry
land farmer must therefore realize that 
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the annual rainfall is not the only factor 
to be considered in. selecting his home
stew, since the greater the evaporation in 
any given locality, the harder will it be 
for him to conserve enough moisture to 
produce his crops. 

Finally!: matter which should be care
fully studi~ in dry-farming is the effect 
of a mounttinous locality on the rainfall. 
The following sketch will make this 
plain. 4, ~ \ ~ ". 

- The tO~~e1'-neseret: Utab, lies well 
out in a b~ad valley, 'W~ich is too dry for 
farming except with irrigation. About 
thirty mile~ southeast of Deseret is the 
town of Fil1morr,whic~ lies close to the 
western slope of a morintairv range, the 
crest of Wlhich is 10,000 feet above sea 
level. The total annual rainfall at 
Deseret is 7.7 inches and at FiIImore 13.8 
inches, a difference due to the effect of 
the mountains. Richfield is situated only 
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sixteen miles from Fillmore, but on the 
opposite side of the mountain range, and 
here the average annual rainfall is only 
5.5 inches. These figures clearly show 
what a difference the intervention of a 
mountain range may make upon the rain
fall of two places only a few miles apart. 



CHAPTER V 

THE PROBLEM OF TILLAGE 

T· ILLAGE is the most important 
operation in dry-farming, and 

upon it will mainly depend the success or 
failure of the crop. The I)lodern plow is 
the product of many centuries of slow 
improvement, and during this time it has 
evolved from a crooked stick t() !\ll. iIIl'pI.£
ment . of marV~llous .. efficiency. One· of 
the main objects of plowing is to leave 
the soil in such a condition that but little 
subsequent tillage will be needed to fit 
the land for the crop. A good plow 
should turn over the furrow slice in a 
loose and crumbling condition and at the 
same moment bury the weeds, stubble 
and trash. In this way the labor of har-
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rowing is greatly reduced; whe,re/lS flat
furrow plowing requires a great deal of 
harrowing before the field is left in fine 
and mellow tilth. 

Depth of Plowing. 
The dry-land farmer often asks, "How 

deep should I plow?" and again, "What 
is deep plowing?" This is a hard ques
tion to answer without some precise 
knowledge of the local conditions and the 
nature of the soil; but as a general rule in 
dry-farming it may be emphatically said: 
Plow . deep. Usually deep plowing 
means anything from seven to ten inches 
and Over. Of course on the Plains it is 
not always possible to plow deep. The 
ground may be too hard, or perhaps the 
farmer has too few horses or the wrong 
kind of plow. But deep plowing- is 
strongly to be recommended for several 
reasons: it increases the water-holding 
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capaciJY of most soils; admits slwiht 
and air;,.1xtends the root-feeding area; 

I prevents light soils from being blown 
awayfencourages the growth of soil-bac
teria;6.prevents surface washing after 
heavy rains, and, lastly7enables plants to 
successfully withstand long periods of 
drought. Broadly speaking, a soil that is 
best suited to dry-farming is also one 
that may be plowed deeply, but the most 
successful results have been obtained in 
the case of deep uniform sandy loams. 
Deep plowing is strongly advocated by 
the dry-farmers of Utah, Montana, Kan
sas as well as by their brethren in South 
Africa. 

In some cases, however, deep plowing 
is undesirable, as for example where the 
soil is very shallow or consists of .a cold 
and heavy clay. Turning up this sort of 
sub-surface soil may result in retarding, 
if not entirel chee· ; the germination 
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of the seed. In fact it may be a fairly 
long time before such raw land becomes 
transformed into a mellow seed-bed. But 
this seldom occurs in dry-farming, as the 
summer fallow affords ample time for the 
weathering of the ground, and so the soil 
is generally well aerated before the crop 
is planted. If the land is plowed year 
after year at the same depth the sole of 
the furrow becomes packed by the 
smoothing action of the bottom of the 
plow, as well as by the tramping of the 
horses. This results in the formation of 
what is commonly known as a hard pan , 
or plow-sole. A hard pan is inJillloiiSlOI' ; 
three reasons: it decreases the water-hold
ing capacity of the soil; retards the 
growth of the roots; and checks the capil
lary rise of moisture from the deeper 
layers below. It is thus a sound plan to 
vary the depth of plowing every two or 
three years. Another point worth noting 
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is to have the plowed land as long as pos
sible so as to avoid delay in turning and 
too much tramping at the corners. 

When to Plow. 
On every dry-farm the work should be 

so arranged that the plowing can be done 
at the best and the most convenient time 
of the year. In most States it is impos
sible to plow during the winter season 
and again during the summer when the 
ground has become so hard and dry that 
it cannot be turned over. Moreover, 
other imperative farm operations, such as 
seeding and harvesting, may preclude 
plowing. Plowing, therefore, must be 
done when the work of the farm and the 
physical condition of the soil will permit. 
Nevertheless, with good · management 
there is ample time in the three seasons of 
the autumn, spring, and summer. In 
dry-farming fall plowing usually gives 
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the heaviest crops and has several dis
tinct advantages over spring plowing: 

(1) It enables the land to absorb the 
winter rains and snow, and so retains a 
great deal of moisture. 

(2) It exposes the soil to the disin
tegrating action of the frost, setting free 
plant-food. 

(3) It permits the ground to settle 
and so tends to form a mellow compact 
seed-bed. 

But spring plowing will remain a uni
versal practice because in the rush of har
vesting, threshing, and hauling to mar
ket, the farmer seldom has time to finish 
the whole of his plowing in the fall. In 
the springtime the land is generally in a 
capital condition for plowing, but for the 
best results two things are essential: (a) 
packing the seed-bed and (b) following 
with a harrow to form a soil-mulch. , 
Summer plowing may be done after the 
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seeding is over and before the harvest 
begins, if the ground is in a suitable 
state. In Montana, as well as in some 
other sections, the rainy season makes 
early- to mid-summer a favorable time 
to plow for the summer fallow and fall 
grains. It is also a particularly good 
season for breaking up new ground. In 
breaking care should be taken to lay the 
furrows down evenly and then to roll or 
pack them close to the sub-soil, following 
immediately with the harrow to fill up the 
spaces and form a surface-mulch. This 
will tend to check the excessive evapora
tion which goes on during the hot days 
of summer. Sod ground can be plowed 
with safety when considerably wetter 
than oJd land. 

On Plows. 
The ordinary moldboard plow does 

better work than the disc plow and should 
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be used for breaking the prairie. But 
disc plows are now widely used and have 
a recognized place on the dry-farm. 
They do good work in old lands, the 
draft is lighter, and they can be used in 
drier soil than is practicable with the 
moldboard. A disc plow, if run deep, 
is of special value in breaking up the 
plow-sole which is apt to be formed by 
the too constant use of the moldboard 
plow set at the same depth year after 
year. Many farmers, however, try to cut 
too wide a furrow with their disc plow, 
which results in 8. poor job. Gang plows 
save much time and labor and enable one 
man to keep several horses at work. Rod
breaker plows in which steel rods take 
the place of the solid moldboard have 
been found useful in turning over virgin 
land. Subsoil plows are intended to 
loosen and pulverize the subsoil ~iJho~.~ 
inverting it or bringing it to the sUrrace: 
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But at the present time they are not 
much used in dry-farming. N everthe
less, such plows are sometimes used to 
good purpose. For example, heavy clays 
that require underdrainage are generally 
benefited by subsoiling, or they may be 
used for breaking up a hard pan or plow
sale. In subsoiling it is customary to 
turn th~ surface with a common stirring 
plow and to follow in this furrow with 
the subsoil plow. This loosens the soil to 
a depth of is to 24 inches from the top of 
the ground. 

In subsoiling dry fields, however, it 
will often be better to use a plow with 
a subsoiling attachment, running it a 
few inches below the bottom of the fur
row and so gradually getting to the de
sired depth bri>loWing year after year. 
By this method an excellent seed-bed 
may be secured. 
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Harrowing. 
After plowing the most important 

operation in the dry-farm is the constant 
use of the harrow. The land should al
ways be harrowed the same day that it is 
plowed. The chief objects of harrowing 
are: to make a fine and mellow seed-bed, 
to warm the soil, to kill weeds, to prevent 
the evaporation of soil moisture, to retain 
the raills, and to encourage the germ life 
that is so essential to fertility. In har
rowing and plowing, let me state again, 
the soil should be taken at the right time, 
that is to say, when the land is moist
neither too wet nor too dry. Harrowing 
land that is inclined to be wet, or having 
furrows with a glazed appearance, will 
injure the mechanical texture of soil. It 
is better, therefore, to lose some of the 
water in the soil by evaporation rather 
than to run the risk of harming the land. 
All over theW est It is a common practice 
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to harrow the small grains-wheat, oats, 
etc.,-in the spring. This is especially 
beneficial if heavy rains have firmed and 
puddled the soil, destroying the mulch of 
mellow earth. The weeder is better 
suited for harrowing wheat or other small 
grain than the common straight-tooth or 
slanting-tooth harrow; but if the ground 
is reasonably firm the ordinary light har
row will do good work. Every farmer 
should have a harrow with levers by 
which he can regulate the slant of the 
teeth. 

Mr. George L. Farrell, who has grown 
wheat for forty years in the Cache Val
ley, Utah, was once asked at a farmers' 
institute what he would do if the grain 
were too thin. "Harrow it," he replied. 
"But what would you do if it were too 
thick?" "Harrow it," came the same 
reply. And he was right in both cases. 
If the grain is too thin, tilt the teeth of 
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the harrow backward, and the harrowing 
will tend ·to make the wheat plants 
"stool" out better and give a much better 
stand. If the grain is too thick, run the 
sharp iron teeth straight, cut out some 
of the plants, and at the same time form 
a mulch, which cannot fail to be of benefit 
to the crop. In Utah it is usual to har
row the grain from three to five times 
during the growing season and thus the 
surface soil is prevented yom cak:iD.g and 
the fields kept free from weedg. It does 
not pay to use a two-horse harrow ~n 
large fields. Four-horse tools of illsorts 
are far more economical: With a thr~e
section harrow and four horses 3"man or 
boy can cover over thirty Acres a day, 
which makes it possible durin~. spring 
and summer to till a fairly large area of 
land. 

There are several e~cellent implements 
for harrowing, the most noted being the 
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disc harrow, the Acme harrow, the spike
tooth and spring-tooth harrow. The disc 
harrow is an absolutely indispensable tool 
for dry-farming. Under ordinary con
ditions discs of fourteen inches diameter 
do much better work than those of eigh
teen or twenty inches. The disc should 
be used to break up the surface-sod or 
stubble immediately after the harvest, for 
where this is done it will be found that 
plowing will produce a much better seed
bed. Turning under the disked surface 
also leaves less air space and the seed-bed 
is made more compact 8.l1<J __ IlleU(;;:-The 
,diSc is also ns~f;U -in killing weeds on 
summer fallow lands, but it must be used 
wheil the weeds are small, for it will 
merely stimulate the growth of the larger 
weeds. Always lap the disc one half, 

,which double-discs the ground and leaves 
it level. The disc is especially useful in 
cleaning old alfalfa (lucerne) fields; and 
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the new alfalfa renovator-an implement 
consisting of a series of spikes arranged 
in disc form-has given excellent results. 
Other types of harrows such as the Acme 
and the spring-tooth are useful in form
ing the soil-mulch. The former is de
sirable for shallow surface cultivation 
and the latter for harrowing compact and 
tough soils. 

In dry-farming it is not necessary to 
harrow the land after every small rain, 
but it should not be delayed until the 
ground becomes baked and hard; and it 
must certainly be done after every heavy 
rain or melting snow as soon as the soil is 
in a fit state to be tilled. In short, there 
are few crops that will not be vastly im
proved by timely harrowing. Corn, and 
any of the small grains, may be harrowed 
W}til they are four inches or even more 
in height. In South Africa, McLaren, 
'Who .~ large quantmes of corn 
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(maize) by steam cultivation, has given 
up cultivation between the rows in favor 
of harrowing. This means a great sav
ing of time and labor. He harrows until 
the corn is 8 to 10, or even 12 inches in 
height with most satisfactory results. ' 
Furthermore the harrow may be profit
ably used for many different sorts of 
farm work, such as harrowing native 
ranges, meadows and pastures to encour
age the growth of the finer and sweeter 
grasses, and also such lands as may be 
infested with cut-worms, ~s,~ 
corn grubs, or grasshoppers. As a Wes
tern writer well remarks: "When you 
cannot think of any more important 
work, go to the field and harrow." 

Listing. 
In Kansas the practice of listing for 

corn is very common in dry-farming. 
The lister is simply a right-andIeft~hand 
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plow joined together at the bar which 
throws the soil out each way, leaving 
an open furrow. The corn is sown in the 
bottom of this furrow either by a drill at
tachment or by a separate drill. It is 
most successful in dry years. In wet 
years listed corn suffers from washing 
and from the rain gathering in the fur
rows. The first cultivation is given with 
a spike-tooth harrow as soon as weeds 
start on the top of the ridges. This rolls 
a little fine soil down into the furrows. 
Later tillage sends more of the soil into 
the furrows until they are finally filled 
and the ground is left quite level. This 
filling of the furrows places the root-sys
tem several inches deeper than it would 
have been bad the ground been plowed in 
the ordinary way and the planting done 
on a level surface. While listed corn 
stands the drought better than that 
planted on level, plowed ground, this 
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practice is not adapted to dry-farming in 
a region where the rainfall is fairly 
heavy; 1 since the injury caused by stand
ing water may be greater . than the gain 
from deep planting. Further, as the seed 
is planted in the bottom of the freshly 
turned furrow where the soil is not as. 
warm as close to the surface, listing 
should not be begun before the seed-bed 
is sufficiently warm. 

Cultivation. 
Cultivation is a very important opera

tion, especially with such crops as corn, 
. and i.t should be continued until late in 
the season, but the first cultivation may 
be deeper than the later ones. How often 
to cultivate depends upon the nature of 

1 It is sometimes said that in localities where the rainfall 
is over 15 or 20 or 95 inches per annum it is incorrect to 
spe.Jr. of'di'y-farming. This is clearly II misconception, for 

. dry-fanning ill a relative term and may be followed with 

~~.'il:w>~~;h"""""''''''\.'%' 
30 inches or over. 
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the soil, the dryness of the season, and 
the prevalence of weeds. It is a local and 
personal problem, but few farmers fully 
realize the loss of moisture caused by the 
growth of weeds. It is easy to tell when 
it will pay to cultivate. ' You have only to 
examine the surface soil. If it has a hard, 
baked appearance, or even a thin crust,' 
cultivation should be done at once, for 
soil water is passing off rapidly into the 
air wherever the surface soil is hard. ' 
There is no hard-and-fast rule for .the 
number of cultivations to be given in a 
season. Cultivate often enough to make 
the surface soil mellow, weedless and free 
from a crust. This may take six culti
vations or twelve. Note 'when the <X>m 
le~ves'b~iit; 'curl in the heat of the day, 
or the potatoes to shrivel. Then is the 
tUne for prompt and energetiC' cultiva
tion. Finally, all cultivation should be 
directed to e:rtabli:IDing a mou.'ture->Rlving 
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fallow which may be maintained for pe
riods of three months, six months, or one 
year. Such a' fallow is to be well 
plowed in the first place and then kept 
constantly tilled to prevent the formation 
of a soil·crust. This fallow results in 
four things: (a) storage of rainfall, (b) 
destroys weeds, (c) admits sunshine and 
air, (d) encourages beneficial soil-germs. 

Weeding . 
. The weeder is a modified harrow hav" 

ing one row, or more, of long curved, 
flexible teeth which stir the ground after 
the manner of a hay-rake. It is amost 
valuable implement for rapid and easy 
harrowing and should find a place on 
every dry-farm. Weeders can be em
ployed on wheat fields where the plants 
have become too large for the safe. use·Qf 
the ordinary · steel-tooth harrow. On 
large farms it is customary to use lour-,.,., 
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horse gang weeders which cover the 
ground very rapidly. Weeders are use
ful for three purposes- (a) to kill very 
young weeds, (b) to preserve a shallow 
mulch, (c) to cover broadcasted seed. A 
weeder is not effective unless it is used 
of~n enough to prevent any weeds from 
getting too large to be destroyed. Since 
the weeder stirs the soil only an inch and 
a half to two inches deep, it should be 
supplemented by the cultivator, when
ever the soil gets hard. 

Rolling. 
In dry-land farming rolling is very 

important, because it compacts the sur
face soil and brings the particles closer 
together, so that the film water passes up 
more readily by capillary attraction. 
While passing upward it comes in con
tact with the roots of the plants and is ab
sorbed by them. but. this water will pass 
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away from the surface unless it is har
rowed to establish a soil-mulch. The soil 
in a field that has been rolled is more 
moist on the top than if it had not been 
rolled, but the soil below the compaCted 
portion is much drier than it would have 
been had the surface been left loose. 
That is to say, the upper five or six inches 
of soil have been made more moist by 
rolling, but at the expense of the soil 
beneath. 

Part of the loss of moisture from 
rolled soil is due to the fact that the sur
face is left very smooth and level, and 
offers less obstruction to the wind. The 
velocity with which the wind passes over 
rolled ground may be nearly twice as 
great as that over rough unrolled 
ground. This means that much more 
moisture is sucked up from the soil by 
the wind. The chief purpose of rolling 
in dry-land farming is to increase the 
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supply of moisture for the seeds, but, of 
course, it is also useful in crushing lumps 
on soils which become cloddy. Great 
care, however, must be taken not to roll 
clayey soils when they are wet, as they 
are liable to become cemented into hard 
clods. In general it may be said that 
rolling accomplishes three very useful 
purposes: ( a) it increases the water
holding capacity of light soils, (b) it aids 
the germination of seeds, and (c) crushes 
the lumps in cloddy soils_ A tendency 
to-day, in America at least, is to restrict 
the use of the roller to light soils in order 
to make the soil firm, and to use the im
plement called the planker on heavy solli 
where fining the soil is the end desired_ 

Planking and Packing_ 
The planker is made by bolting fom 

3-inch planks to two cross-pieces so as to 
present the sharp edge of each plank to 
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the ground. This implement is very 
useful in smoothing the surface and 
crushing clods. Its action is somewhat 
like that of a roller, but instead of press
ing down vertically it slides along the 
field shaving off the uneven places and 
filling up the hollows. As a pulverizer 
and clod crusher it is superior to the 
roller, but its packing action is not as 
great. The principle of packing com
bined with the soil-mulch is seen when 
the gardener ·· presses down the soil 
around his vegetables and covers them 
then with loose soil, when the fruit
grower stamps the earth around the roots 
of the fruit tree but leaves it loose on top, 
and when the florist presses his seed into 
the soil, but scatters a little loose earth in 
the pot. The special implement called 
the sub-surface packer which has been 
devised for this work is described in the 
next chapter. 
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Seeding. 
Having secured a good seed-bed by 

deep plowing, harrowing and packing, it 
is now time to take up the question of 
seeding. In dry-farming all cereals are 
now put in with the drill and broadcast
ing has been entirely discarded. With a 
drill the seed can be placed evenly and 
the depth to which it is to be sown regu
lated at will. If the land has been sum
mer-fallowed there will usually be an 
earth-mulch on the surface of from three 
to six inches in depth. In this case the 
seed should be sown down below the 
mulch and placed in the moist soil. The 
young plants can easily strike upwards 
through several inches of loose earth, and 
if the seed is sown deep the roots enter at 
once into the moist soil. There are a 
number of excellent drills on the market 
and the choice of a seeder is largely & 

matter of personal opinion. The Mon-
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tana Experiment Station has invariably 
.secured the best results with a disc press
\drill which puts the seed in very deeply 
and presses down the soil. A press-drill. 
which firms the moist earth about the 
seed will give quicker germination, and a 
better stand of grain than a drill which 
simply sows'the seed in loose soil. Again, 
with the press-drill there is a great saving 
of seed and where a large area is being 
sown this is an important item, more 
especially if first-class seed is used. The 
farmer who sows alfalfa broadcast often 
sows from 20 to 40 pounds per acre, 
whereas, if he employed a press-drill, from 
8 to 12 lbs. would be ample. The press 
drill has also given good results on the 
Wyoming dry-farms. Dr. V. T. Cooke 
of Cheyenne writes: "The press-drill is 
one of the essentials in dry-farming. 
This may be either of the shoe or the disc 
type. The disc-drill has some advan-
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tages where there is much stubble or ref
use, like coarse manure on the ground, 
but on well-prepared summer-fallow 
ground the shoe-drill with press wheels 
following to firmly pack the seed prob
ably does the best work. In places where 
there are heavy clay soils to contend with 
a double press wheel should be used in
stead of the single press wheel ordinarily 
placed on these drills. If the soil bakes 
the double press wheel will leave a crack 
or opening in the center directly over the 
seed through which the germinating 
plantlets can push their way out of the 
ground." 

In the case of a drill that does not 
press the soil about the seed, germina
tion may be hastened by following the 
seeder with a roller and then harrowing 
to check evaporation and prevent blow
ing. The proper depth of seeding will 
naturally depend on the character and 
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condition of the soil. But as a general 
rule in dry-farming the writer recom-< 
mends deep seeding. However, land that 
is fall-plowed and well-settled need not 
be seeded as deep as loose spring
plowed ground. Again, the subsurface 
packer makes it possible to sow shallower 
than where it is not used. The best 
depth is the nearest point to the surface 
at which perfect sprouting is possible, or, 
in other words, where the right degree of 
warmth and moisture is present. But 
whether the seed is put in 2, 4, or 6 inches 
deep is a purely local problem of which 
the farmer himself must be the best 
judge . 
. Lastly, thin seeding. It would be 

interesting to try and compute the enor
mous annual waste of seed in the semi-' 
arid regions of the West. Unfortu
nately, not only does this superfluous 
seed represent a large loss in ready cash, 
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but it also means that the soil is robbed 
of its much needed moisture, which too 
often results in crop failure. In dry
farming light seeding almost always 
gives the heaviest yields: and the old cus
tom of sowing Ilj2 to 2 bushels of grain 
to the acre is altogether wrong. In a 
recent experiment carried out by the 
Montana Experiment Station with 
spring wheat, oats, and barley, it was 
found that three pecks of seed (45 lbs.) 
gave better results than larger quantities. 
Again, in Utah, the heaviest yields of i. 

grain have been obtained with from two 
to four pecks (80-60 lbs.) of seed, while ' 
Campbell recommends the following 
amounts for well-fitted summer-tilled 
fields: winter wheat 18 to 20 pounds; 
spring wheat 20 to 25 pounds; barley 85 
to 40 pounds per acre. Further, Cooke of 
Wyoming writes: "It is a recognized fact 
that we have been making the very 
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serious mistake of sowing too much seed 
per acre. The experience of the most 
intelligent farmers shows that by sowing 
thirty to forty pounds of wheat per acre 
in the fall better results will be obtained 
than with more seed." In short if the 
farmer has carefully selected his seed and 
properly tilled his ground, he will usually 
find that from two to three pecks of seed 
are ample for semi-arid lands. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE CAMPBELL SYSTEM 

T HE Campbell system of s«ientific soil 
culture, or as it is more commonly 

called the Campbell method of dry-farm
ing, originated with l\1r. Hardy W. 
Campbell of Lincoln, Nebraska. Camp
bell has done much to popularize dry
farming, but he must be ranked as an 
agricultural evangelist rather than as im 
experimenter. Both on the public plat
form and in the pages of his periodicals 
his statements at times are somewhat 
loose and misleading. And to contend 
that the Campbell system is the sole 
method of dry-fa1'1Jling is of course ab
surd. Nevertheless it is not just to dis-
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parage Campbell's missionary work 
among the farmers of the West. It is 
often said, and truly so, that Jethro Tull 
was the first exponent of the so-called 
Campbell system of soil culture; but it 
should not be forgotten that Tull did not 
work under semi-arid conditions, and, 
secondly, that although his practice was 
successful his theories were erroneous. 
Be that as it may the fact remains that a 
great number of western farmers be
lieve in Campbell's teaching and many 
have followed his system or like methods 
with success. 

The machine called the Campbell sub
surface packer, under certain conditions, 
gives good results; but it must be used 
with care. It is seldom of much use on 
soil that has had time to settle and be
come packed. It is therefore more 
valuable on spring than on fall plow
ing, and where loose manure has been 
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applied to the land. On wet, clayey 
ground it may seriously injure the me
chanical and physical texture of the soil. 

The story of the origin of the Camp
bell system' of dry-farming is as fol
lows: In the year 1879 Mr. Campbell 
migrated from New England and settled 
in what was then known as the Territory 
of Dakota-since divided into the two 
States of North and South Dakota. His 
agricultural career was not startling, 
merely the hard, grim struggle of the 
prairie farmer; wheat-growing year in 
and year out; alternate failure and suc
cess, and always the fear of drought, the 
blizzard, rust, hail, and frost. At that 
time it was widely stated that the com
mon failure of the wheat crop was due to 
the exhaustion of the fertility of the soil 
by the heavy crops of the first few years, 

1 The following account of this particular method of dry~ 
farming is taken from Campbell's Manual of Scientific 
Soil Culture, .... interesting but di!fuscly written volume. 
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and, further, that these lands would never 
yield large crops again. Mr. Campbell 
was convinced that this was a false 
notion, and that the true explanation
the key to the problem-would be found 
in a better and a more scientific system of 
soil culture. It was not until the year 
1892 that any definite results were 
obtained. This was a period of great ac
tivity in the study of the soil, and Camp
bell was able to make use of .the 
investigations of Hilgard of California, 
of King and Goff in Wisconsin, and of 
the. illuminating writings of Roberts and 
Bailey of Cornell. 

The Sub-surface Packer. 
The invention of the Campbell sub

surface packer may be traced to a simple 
observation. In very dry seasons Mr. 
Campbell 'perceived that the growth of 
the grain was always better and thriftier 
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in certain places; as, for example, where 
the soil was compacted when a horse 
stepped over the plowed field leaving 
the impress of its hoof-prints on land 
which was afterwards sown to wheat; or, 
perchance, where the wheel of a heavy , 
farm wagon had rolled over the furrow- ' 
slice, there the growth of the grain was 
always taller, darker, healthier in color,' 
wide-leaved, giving a greater stooling 
and larger heads. This was the first great 
principle, namely, that the 'soil in the 
lower part of the furrow had been made ;' 
firm and fine-in a word, compacted. 
But Mr. Campbell also noted that wher
ever the horse had lifted his foot a little 
loose earth was left behind; just as, in 
like manner, the rolling of the wagon 
wheel let fall a little loose soil. Here was 
the second great principle, namely, the 
formation of the "soil" or "earth-mulch." 
Thus the purpose of the Campbell sub-
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surface packer was simply to imitate the 
horse-foot track in the entire field by 
firming the lower part of the furrow
slice and leaving the top portion loose to 
form a soil-mulch. The effect of sub
surface packing, therefore, is to draw 
the moisture from the deeper strata be
low, just as is the case with the ordinary 
roller; but, further, and most important, 
to check the evaporation of the moisture 
from the surface by the formation of an 
earth blanket or soilcmulch. This upward 
passage of water brought about by sub
surface packing is of the highest impor
tance in the long dry periods so common 
in western America and South Africa. 

Mr. Campbell writes: "When we reach 
a point in the extreme heated portion of 
the last afternoon prior to a heavy rain, 
when our supply of moisture is beginning 
to shorten, the fact that we have by this 
sub-surface packing been able to lift the 
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water stored below a little faster may be 
the means of doubling or trebling the 
yield." 

In a word the proper use of the sub
surface packer puts the soil into a firm 
and mellow state, whilst the harrow 
forms a fine loose mulch of some two or 
more inches deep, and the drill sets the 
seed in a fine, firm, moist, mellow bed
an ideal place for rapid and vigorous 
sprouting. According to Mr. Campbell, 
anyone who breaks prairie lands and 
plants them without first devoting a full 
season to careful cultivation in order to 
get the soil in the proper physical condi
tion for the promotion of plant growth, 
and also to store a sufficient amount of 
moisture within reach of the plant roots 
to carry the growing crop through a pro
tracted drought is simply inviting failure, 
should a season of unusual dryness fol
low. Summing up, it may be said that 
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sub-surface packing or the fine firm fit
ting of the lower portion of the furrow
slice results in three things: (1 ) The 
water-holding capacity-or soil reservoir 
-where the main roots grow is enlarged; 
(2) the movement of the moisture from 
the lower and deeper soil layers to the 

, roots of the plants is quickened; (3) the 
area of the feeding roots is greatly ex
tended. These three factors usually re
sult in carrying a crop successfully 
through a long, hot, dry period; whereas 
a crop grown under the ordinary meth
ods would be seriously stunted in growth 
if, indeed, it survived at all. 

Summer Culture. 
More important, however, than the in

vention of the sub-surface packer is the 
method advocated by Mr. Campbell for 
the conservation of soil moisture over a 
period of from six months to one year, 
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and what he terms "Summer Culture.'" 
The credit, however, of int:toducing this 
system undoubtedly belongs to the agri
culturists of Utah, who have successfully 
used moisture-saving summer fallows in 
dry-land farming for over forty year~. 

In the springtime, as soon as the frost 
is well out of the ground, land that has 
already been plowed is gone over twice 
with a disc harrow. This produces a 
mulch which prevents evaporation; it also 
opens and loosens the surface, so that the 
rains quickly percolate into the soil. The 
land is then harrowed after each rain with 
an ordinary harrow. If the rain is so 
heavy as to pack the surface of the soil, 
the disc harrow must again be used. 
Naturally, the kind of tool for each sub
sequent cultivation will depend upon the 
state of the land, the rainfall, and the 

1 This name is rather vague: summt::r tillage and sum
mer tilled are better terms. 
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weed growth. But, since the main objeet 
is to store water in the soil, two things 
must be constantly kept in mind: first, to 
prevent the surface of the soil from form
ing a hard crust, and, secondly, to pre-

;, vent the growth of weeds. This tillage 
may continue for a matter of two or three 
months. 

Then at the beginning of the rainy 
season comes the plowing, which is 
done to a depth of 7 or 8 inches-the 
deeper the better. If the above plan has 
been properly followed out the soil will 
be moist and easily pulverized by the 
plow. Furthermore, the surface hav
ing been made fine, there are no clods to 
turn to the bottom of the furrow. If you 
·have a sub-surface packer it should be 

,:,. -used while the soil is still moist, making 
, 'ahe lower half of the furrow fine and firm. 

'Next, follow with an Acme or a common 
harrow which will form a mellow mois-
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ture-saving mulch. From this time on, 
the field must be cultivated after every 
rain and often enough to prevent any 
weeds from growing. It is then seeded 
to winter wheat or left over for the fol
lowing spring crop. It will thus be seen 
that two decided benefits accrue from 
Mr. Campbell's method of summer till
age: (1) The storage of the rainfall of 
part of the season. Experiments have 
shown that with the loam soil and clay 
sub-soils of the western prairies but little 
moisture is lost by percolation. (2) By 
maintaining a loose mulch on the surface 
and so preserving the moisture under
neath and by allowing the sunshine and 
air to permeate into the ground the ac
tivity of the beneficial soil-germs is en
couraged. 

Regarding the possibilities of summer 
culture in semi-arid States, Campbell 
writes: 
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"It is our opinion, based on practical 
results and observation of conditions 
similar to those in western Kansas, that 
by the summer culture plan, storing the 
water the entire season and raising crops 
the following year, much larger average 
crops may be grown than the present 
average in Iowa or Illinois. In fact, we 
do not believe we overdraw when we say 
that in the more arid portion of the semi
arid belt by the summer -culture plan, 
only cropping every other year, we can 
raise more wheat at less cost in ten years 
than can be grown in the more humid 
portions of the belt in ten consecutive 
crops by the ordinary plan. By our 
method we have the advantage of only 
seeding half the land. The great value 
of work along this line lies in grasping 
fully the idea of storing 8J?d conserving 
the rain waters, and studying carefully 
the necessary physical condition -of the 
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soil and endeavoring to bring it to the 
highest degree of perfection." 

Mr. A. M. Ten Eyck. Professor of 
Agronomy at the Kansas State Agricul
tural College. puts the whole matter con
cisely as follows:-

"The principle of loosening the surface 
of the soil and keeping a mulch of mel
low soil in order to prevent the evapora
tion of the moisture is well recognized by 
farmers generally. and is practised to a 
greater or less extent in the cultivation of 
all kinds of crops. In the Campbell sys
tem of culture the purpose is to keep a 
mellow soil-mulch on the surface of the 
land all the time. not only during the 
growing of the crop. but in the intervals 
between harvest and seeding time. Thus. 
after the crop is planted. the land is kept 
cultivated with the harrow or weeder in 
order to break the surface crust and con
serve the soil moisture, and, following out 
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the same principle, the harrowing or 
work with the weeder is continued after 
the grain or com (maize) is up, and 
during the growing period frequent cul
tivation is practised. After the crop is 
harvested the cultivation is not discon
tinued, but the surface of the ground is 
loosened as soon as possible after the crop 
is removed by the use of the disc harrow, 
and thus the soil is kept continually in a 
condition not only to prevent the loss of 
the water already stored in the soil, but 
this same condition and mellow surface 
favors the absorption of rain and largely 
prevents the loss of water by surface 
drainage." 

Summer culture is, therefore, different 
from summer fallowing, for the sole aim 
of the first is to keep the land constantly 
stirred to conserve the rainfall, whereas 
the object of the Jatter is simply to rest 
the ground by letting it lie idle. Further-
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more, the old idea of allowing the weeds 
to grow in order to be turned under for 
green manure, as commonly practised by 
the summer-fallow system, is condemned 
by Campbell, who lays special stress on 
clean and continuous tillage for the con
servation of moisture. His experiments 
clearly show the marked difference in 
yield between ground that has been sum
mer tilled and land which has had its soil 
moisture sapped to such a degree by 
growing weeds that it breaks up on 
plowing into a lumpy condition, and 
cannot be made into a moist, mellow, seed
bed. Mr. Campbell lays emphasis on the 
need of local experience. He says: "The 
mistake of the pioneer settlers was that 
they tried to farm in the West as they 
had done in tlie East, and the result was 
disastrous failure." But he also insists 
on the value of learning. "The ideal 
farmer is mst of all a student, then an 
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investigator, and, finally, a specialist; 
ever alert for new things and new ideas, 
open-minded and free from conceit; a 
man familiar with what is going on 
around him, and yet intensely devoted to 
his own work." 

That the Campbell meth?d is likely to 
stand the test of time there can be no rea
sonable doubt, since it is based on certain 
fundamental principles of farm practice, 
which both experience and experiment 
have. shown to be correct. Moreover, it 
can never become merely Ii fashionable 
agricultural fad, for it demands a high 
degree of manual skill, and hard and con· 
tinuous toil. Such a system is not likely 
to attract the rural dilettante or the lazy 
farmer. 



CHAPTER VII 

, 'DRY-FARMING ZONES 

A LTHOUGH dry-farming is now 
1"\.. practised in almost every State in 
the semi-arid West, it is desirable to rec
ognize three distinct areas each of which 
has certain peculiarities of climate and 
soil. The first has been termed the Great 
Plains; the second, the Great Basin; and 
the third, the Columbia Basin Uplands. 

THE GREAT PLAINS 

THE vast territory now: widely known 
as the Great Plains area is bounded on 
the north by Canada, on the west by the 
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Rocky Mountains, on the east by the 
ninety-eighth meridian,' and on the 
south by the thirty-second parallel of 
latitude.' 

In the long-settled States of the East, 
the agricultural industry has been placed 
on a more or less stable basis; but in the 
West many problems are still new and 
unsolved. Writing on this subject, 
Chilcott says: 

"It is therefore within the Great 
Plains area that most of the great prob
lems of dry-land agriculture must be 
solved. It is here that experiments must 
be carried on which shall determine what 
are the best methods of agriculture for 
the conservation of moisture, and the 
maintenance of the fertility of the soil 

1 This line passes through the States of North and South 
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and the Panhandle 
of Texas. 

Z The southem limit of the Staked Plains. South of this 
line the country changes and slopes rapidly toward the 
Gulf and the Rio Grande. 
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under climatic conditions which exist 
nowhere else in the United States. Ex
periments must here be conducted that 
shall determine what portions can be used 
for general dry-land agriculture and 
what portions are unfitted for that pur
pose. And when it has been demon
strated that certain portions of the area 
are unsuited to general dry-land agri
culture, it must he determined how these 
portions can best be utilized for stock
raising; and where this industry becomes 
the predominating one, means must be 
devised for supplementing the natural 
grasses of the range with forage plants, 
either annual or perennial." 

There are many persons who believe 
that the climate of the Great Plains is 
changing. Studies in climatology, how
ever, do not support this theory, and this 
portion of the United States is likely to 
remain an area of comparatively light 
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rainfa:II, which is probably one of the 
main reasons for its great and sustained 
fertility. For, while the scanty rainfall 
has not tended to induce a luxuriant 
growth of vegetation during ages past, it 
has served to preserve within the soil such 
products of decomposition as have been 
produced; and the evaporation being 
very great, the plant-foods have been kept 
near the surface instead of being washed 
away, or lost by seepage. Again, the 
methods now devised for the conserva
tion of soil moisture and the introduction 
of drought-resistant plants are enabling 
farmers to raise satisfactory crops even 
in severe droughts. 

Problem8. 
The problems to be solved in this 

region are simple, but none the less im
portant. How can the largest yields of 
the four staple crops-wheat, oats, bar-
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ley and corn-be obtained? (1) By rais
ing the same crop continuously by 
3rdinary methods of farming, (2) by 
continuous cropping with the same crop, 
using the best methods of cultivation for 
moisture conservation, or (3) by alter
nate cropping and summer fallowing. 
The various Experiment Stations now 
established by the United States and the 
State Legislatures will do much to help 
the farmer in solving these problems. 

Early Mistakes. 
As I have elsewhere noted the settlers 

who came from the East soon found that 
with the fertile and easily tilled lands of 
the West, it was easy, in good seasons, to 
raise large crops. This led to very casual 
and slovenly methods of tillage. Plow
ing was carelessly done to a depth of 
only three or four inches. Sometimes. 
indeed, the land was plowed only once in 
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three or four years, the grain being 
"stubbled in" on the ground of last year's 
crop; or the land was prepared for seed
ing simply by means of the disc harrow. 
At first this system of farming yielded 
fairly successful returns, but· a series of 
dry years culminating in the disastrous 
drought of 1894 taught the farmers a 
bitter lesson·; and, unfortunately, served 
to depopulate a large part of the Great 
Plains region. It is co=only said that 
the failure of these pioneer farmers was 
owing to the exhaustion of soil fertility; 
but in the opinion of the writer it was 
due far more to a lack of moisture. If 
these early settlers had known how to till 
their fields in order to conserve the maxi
mum amount of soil water, it is more 
than probable that, even with continuous 
cropping to wheat, the soil-germs, grow
ing in a moist, mellow seed-bed, would 
have supplied the necessary plant-foods 
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in the long, hot days of summer; and, 
consequently, much more sinks into the 
ground. Moreover, recent experiments 
have shown that when rain falls on warm, 
dry ground it takes at least one fourth of 
an inch to wet the top and to reach the 
moist soil below, while on heavier lands 
at least one half inch is needed to pene
trate the hard, parched surface-soil. 

Furthermore, on a fine-textured soil 
having a high water-holding capacity 
slow rains and snow percolate deeply 
during the cold winter months, and there 
is but little surf ace run-off. :But in 
places where the winters are dry and 
severe and the ground is solidly frozen, 
rainfalls in winter may be largely 
wasted by surface run-off, and also by 
evaporation before the ground has time 
to thaw out in the spring ; while on poor 
soils of low water-holding capacity, rains 
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are liable to be lost by leaching where the 
land is bare of crop. This all goes to 
show that the three factors of climate, 
season, and soil must be constantly borne 
in mind when dealing with the subject of 
summer or winter rainfall. 

Tillage. 
The usual methods of tillage in the 

Great Basin consist of deep plowing, 
frequent cultivation, and alternate-year 
cropping. Autumn-sown wheat has been 
so far the chief crop grown on dry lands. 
The land is then plowed as soon as pos
sible, and left in the rough furrow all 
winter. As soon as the winter rains have 
thoroughly soaked into the ground, sur
face cultivation is begun. This is usually 
done by means of a disc-harrow. Some
times a shallow summer plowing is given 
to turn under any weeds. In the late 
summer a spike-toothed harrow is used 
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to form a fine seed-bed, and the next crop 
is sown in the month of September or 
early in October. As the winter rains 
tend to compact the soil it is usual to 
lightly harrow the wheat crop in the early 
spring, as once it starts to grow nothing 
more can be done to conserve the mois
ture. The grain is usually harvested with 
a header so that there is always a large 
amount of straw to plow under. 

The old agricultural practice of fal
lowing or plowing land and then leaving 
it untilled for a time was adopted to 
render the soil more tender and mellow, 
and at the same time to destroy weeds. 
But in the Great Basin, where dry-farm
ing is now much in vogue, the term 
"fallow" is commonly used to mean land 
left bare but constantly stirred to con
serve moisture. All farmers know that 
moisture is lost very rapidly from a soil if 
the surface is not stirred; and so with 
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crops that cannot be inter-tilled, such as 
wheat, oats, and barley, much moisture is 
wasted by direct evaporation during the 
growing season; but with crops that can 
be inter-tilled during the growing sea
son, such as corn (maize), potatoes, and 
mangels, a much larger amount of mois
ture can be held in the soil by means of 
the soil mulch or dust blanket, as it is 
commonly called. 

Depth of Soil. 
Thus it is manifest that the success of 

dry-farming depends upon the possibil
ity of storing enough water in the soil to 
carry the crop to maturity; and, conse
quently, the water-holding capacity of 
any soil becomes a matter of great im
portance. The dry-land farmer should, 
therefore, carefully survey his fields, and 
unhesitatingly select the deep, rich, mel
low lands in preference to the poor, light 
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and sandy soils whenever the storage of 
water from one season to another is the 
main object in view. 

In general the soils of the Great Basin 
are deep and retentive and this is espe
cially true of Utah. Prof. J. C. Hogen
son writes: "In selecting soil for an arid 
farm of course we know that we should 
choose a soil that is quite retentive of 
moisture. But I believe that above all 
we should choose a deep soil rather than 
the kind of soil, for if we have a deep soil, 
even though it be somewhat less retentive 
of moisture, we can cultivate it in such a 
manner as to store the moisture there to a 
considerable depth, and that is better 
than a more retentive soil which is poorly 
cultivated." Again he remarks: "In 
order to grow wheat successfully on dry 
land, it is absolutely necessary that the 
land be thoroughly prepared before the 
crop is planted. I do not believe that a 
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person can make a success of dry-farm
ing who is not in the habit of thoroughly 
preparing his land before the crop is 
sown. In fact, if the land is not thor
oughly prepared, more than one half of 
the profits which might be derived are 
lost." And finally: "We have found 
that on an average of a nnmber of years 
d.eep seeding has given us better results 
than shallow seeding, because in the deep 
seeding the seeds are always put below 
the dry soil mulch, where they can get 
the moisture necessary for rapid germi
nation." 

Crops. 
In the Great "Basin wheat and lucerne 

are the chief crops raised in dry-farming. 
The varieties of wheat are nearly alllight
colored and belong to the class commer
cially known as "Soft Wheats" of which 
"Kufoid" and "Gold Coin" are the most 
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commonly grown. Turkey Red is also 
being largely sown. On the State ex
perimental farms different varieties of 
Durum wheat, the spring wheat of 
the Upper Mississippi Valley, such as 
Fife and Blue-stem, together with some 
types of hard winter wheats, are being 
tested. 

In general the wheats of the Great 
Basin are very much mixed, and grading 
and selection are urgently needed. Pub
lic attention has been called to this matter 
by Mr. 'William R. Jardine, the United 
States Agronomist, who has been trying 
to persuade the farmers to grow one 
variety for the whole semi-arid belt in 
order to obtain a better price for a uni
form wheat. The Utah wheats have been 
found to have a fairly high percentage 
of gluten and so are usually blended with 
the softer California wheat, and there is 
but little doubt that with proper care in 
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the selection of seed the Great Basin will 
become one of the finest wheat-growing 
countries in the world. 

Alfalfa (Lucerne). 
Alfalfa is the standard forage crop. 

At first it was grown only under irriga
tion, but it is now being widely cultivated 
on the dry lands. It is important to note 
that up to the present no serious effort 
has been made to secure varieties suited 
to dry-land farming, and so it happens 
that seed from irrigated land is almost 
invariably sown on dry lands. It is prob
able that drought-resistant varieties 
could be developed in a comparatively 
short time if proper attention were given 
to selecting seed that has been grown 
upon dry lands. Farmers should insist 
upon seed merchants classifying alfalfa 
seed thus: (a) Seed from dry lands, 
and (b) seed grown on irrigated lands. 
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It is highly probable that the method of 
sowing alfalfa in rows wide enough to 
permit of inter-tillage. will be found to 
be the best plan for raising forage as well 
as for seed production. As Mr. Scofield 
writes in his monograph on this subject: 
"It is well known that isolated alfalfa 
plants when allowed to mature on these 
dry lands produce relatively large quan
tities of seed. This is probably due, in. 
part, to a better illumination on all sides 
of the plant, resulting in II larger number 
of flowers, in part to the drier air sur
rounding these flowers during the pol
lenation period, which appears to have 
some bearing on seed production, and in 
part to the greater ease of access for in
sects of various kinds that promote 
pollenation. It is certainly true that the 
partial isolation of the plants secured by 
row planting results in greatly increased 
yields of seed per plant, and there is 
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strong probability that the yields per 
~cre would be larger, so that experiments 
to determine this point would be well 
justified. " 

Seeding. 
In the Great Basin thin or light seed

ing has been found to give the best re
sults. A large quantity of seed is often 
the cause of crop failure; because a heavy 
seeding makes an instant demand on the 
moisture close to the surf ace before the 
young and tender plants can strike their 
roots down into the deep soil. The re
sult is a severe struggle for existence 
among the individual plants and crop 
failure should the drought continue. 
Speaking on this subject Merrill re
marks: "When Bishop Farrell and Mr. 
Salisbury first started their experiments 
in the Cache Valley they sowed the same 
amount of seed on their land that they 
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had been accustomed to sow on irrigated 
land, namely, a bushel and a half (90 
lbs.) to two bushels and a half (150 lbs.) , 
and as a consequence there was not suffi
cient moisture in the ground to nourish 
the plants which came up and wilted 
away and died." Thus, in the Great 
Basin the farmers have learned the lesson 
of putting merely sufficient seed on the 
land for the available supply of moisture. 
Thus, whereas in the more humid regions 
of the United States farmers sow sixty 
to ninety pounds of wheat to the acre and 
fifteen to twenty pounds of lucerne on 
the dry lands of the Great Basin, far 
heavier crops are usually obtained when 
only thirty to forty pounds of wheat and 
eight to ten pounds of lucerne per acre 
are sown. But no hard and fast rule can 
be given; for the same amount of seed will 
seldom give the same results in different 
localities. 
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Rotation.' 
It is of interest to note that so far crop 

rotation has not played a prominent part 
in the agricultural practice of Utah, and 
Merrill makes this plain in a recent ad
dress: "I want to object to the idea that 
has been advanced here, that we need to 
rotate our crops. If we grow a crop of 
corn-maize-on the land, alternating 
with wheat, it simply means that that 
corn is going to take so much moisture 
out of the land." 

Summing up it may be said that dry
farming in the Great Basin is based on 
certain fundamental principles which 
have been worked out by the farmers 
themselves and their striking success has 
been mainly due to a combination of five 
factors: (1) Deep plowing to increase the 
capacity of the soil for holding moisture. 

1 Second Annual Trans--Missouri Dry FarmingCongresst 
Salt Lake City. 
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(2) Constant harrowing to fonn a soil
mulch. (8) The summer fallow to rest 
the soil, to encourage the nitrifying bac
teria, and to carry over the rainfall from : 
one season to another. (") Fall plow
ing. (5) A small quantity of seed, so as . 
not to draw too heavily on the limited 
amount of moisture in the soil before the 
plants are strong enough to resist 
drought. In a word, the farmers of this 
region have concentrated their whole 
attention on one problem, namely, the 
conservation of water for the use of the 
crop. Furthermore, the more progres
sive settlers are convinced that too many 
different types of cereals are being 
grown and an effort is now being made 
to eliminate all inferior and mixed va
rieties and to raise one standard sort 
which will command a ready Hale at a 
high price. 
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THE COLUMBIA BASIN UPLANDS 

DURING the past few years there has 
been a rapid development in dry-farming 
in Idaho, Oregon, and Washington or in 
other words on the wheat lands of the 
Columbia Basin. Tills region is almost 
entirely surrounded by mountains. The 
Cascade Mountains lie to tbe west; the 
Bitter Root and Creur d'Alene Moun
tains to the east; the Okanogan High
lands to the north; and the Blue 
Mountains to the southeast. The eleva
tion varies from a few hundred feet along 
the Columbia to as much as 8000 feet in 
the eastern portion of this region; while 
the average annual rainfall varies from 
6 to 24 inches. Near the Columbia 
River, where the rainfall is lighter, the 
.drF o'll'.a.<;m) .p.:}7.e.rui. J.rnro J\lf..8.".c.b J.1!.Iti.I 
October. Near the Blue and Bitter Root 
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Mountains the dry season is confined en
tirely to the summer months, while the 
rainfall is fairly well distributed through
out the remain.ing part of the year. 

There are two distinct agricultural 
sections in the Columbia Basin. The one 
consists of the alluvial valleys along the 
streams where irrigation is practised; the 
other, the upland prairies-vast undulat
ing treeless lillls- where crops are raised 
by means of dry-farming. 

While the central part of the Colum
bia Basin region is exceedingly dry the 
eastern portion receives the heaviest an
nual rainfall. It was natural therefore 
that the early settlers some thirty-five 
years ago should take up homesteads 
within the area of the heaviest rainfall 
that lies along the foothills of the Blue 
and Bitter Root Mountains. The re
mainder of the region was considered 
only of value for grazing purposes. But 
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the later colonists have pushed cultiva
tion into the dry central region and are 
producing crops without the aid of ir
rigation. From the earliest settlements 
cereal crops have been grown almost 
exclusively in this region. True, alfalfa, 
timothy, corn, potatoes, and fruit are 
now produced in many parts of the coun
try. Yet they all sink into insignificance 
in comparison with the grains-more 
especially wheat. 

Tillage. 
In the Columbia Basin, where the 

rainfall is light, wheat is grown every 
other year alternating with the summer 
fallow; where the rainfall is ample crops 
are grown every year. Three reasons are 
usually given in support of summer-fal
lowing in this region: ( a) ..I:o-eonllerve
~ A large amount of wheat 
b~g grown ~ an-annl! __ rafuf of 
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from 8 to 10 inches. So the rainfall of 
one season is conserved for the use of the 
next year's crop. (b) To eradicate 
weeds. The yield of all grain crops is 
greatly diminished when the land be
comes foul with weeds, while the loss of 
both moisture and plant-food is very 
great. (c) To renew the fertility of the 
soil. 

The corrugated roller and subsurface 
packer have been introduced into this, 
region. Farmers in eastern Oregon 
who use the roller state that their seed 
germinates much better and that the 
yield is several bushels more per acre 
when they use the roller just after drill
ing in the grain. It also enables them to 
cut the grain much more easily and 
cheaply because the ground is firmer at 
harvest time. If neither the corrugated 
roller nor the subsurface packer is avail
able the disc harrow is used instead. It 
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is set perfectly straight and weighted to 
make it cut deeply. Used in this way it 
does very effective work in settling and 
packing the bottom of the furrow-slice. 

Speaking of the Columbia Basin 
region Hunter remarks: "There is con
siderable fa]] plowing done for spring 
crops. It is genera]]y conceded that bet
ter yields are secured from fall plowing 
than from spring plowing, provided the 
land is reasonably clean. There are sev
eral reasons for this. Soil left rough and 
porous as it comes from the plow holds 
the snow better and rain much better 
than land that is unplowed. By seeding
time ip the spring the winter rains have 
settled the soil sufficiently to form a good, 
firm seed-bed. In other words, the win
ter rains put the bottom of the furrow
slice in practically the same condition 
as does the subsurface packer or the cor
rugated roller. When in this condition 
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there is a very much better capillary 
movement of the moisture than is usually 
secured from spring plowing. Again, 
by plowing in the autumn the stubble 
and other trash on the surface of the 
ground are covered up and given a better 
chance to decay." 

Varieties. 
A great many different varieties of 

wheat are grown in the Columbia Basin. 
So many different sorts with their va
riable milling qualities thrown upon the 
market make a very unsatisfactory state 
of affairs. Could this list be reduced to 
two, four, or even six of the best varieties, 
it would be much better. Such varieties 
would then become standardized and the 
miller would know what he was buying 
and the producer what he was selling. 
In selecting the m~st profitable wbeat to 
grow it is not always possible to satisfy 
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both the farmer and the miller. A wheat 
of poor milling quality may be a heavy 
yielder. But undoubtedly the farmers as 
a whole will secure better results by con
fining themselves to a few varieties. The 
following are the best known varieties: . 
Little Club, Red Chaff, Blue-stem, Early 
Wilbur, Forty-fold and Turkey Red. 



CHAPTER VIn 

DRY-LAND CROPS 

AS we have already seen, the region of 
fi the United States which is destined 
to be reclaimed mainly by the application 
of the principles of dry-farming com
prises the western half of the Dakotas, 
Nebraska, Kansas, the Panhandle of 
Texas, and westward to the Pacific Coast 
range; in other words the Great Plains 
region, the Intermonntain West, and 
vast tracts of conntry in the States of 
California, Oregon and Washington. 
Now the annual rainfall of this dry
farming zone varies from four to twenty
five inches per annum; and as might be 
e;pected wide differences also occur in 
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the altitude, the climate and the soil of 
this enormous area. It is therefore im
possible to say off-hand what sort of crop 
should be grown or what methods of 
farm management should be employed. 
Bearing this in mind, we can now dis
cuss the various crops which have given, 
or are likely to give, the best results from 
8 dry-farming standpoint. 

At the outset it may be said that to 
raise one crop 1 year after year on the 
same land is seldom a profitable, and 
never a safe proceeding, and the d:Y
farmer must always try, as far as is prac
ticable, to maintain a rational system of 
rotation in order to preserve the fertility 
of his soil and at the same time to keep 
his fields free from insect and fungous 
pests. 

1 The exceptional fertility of some dry lands alter many 
yeats of continuous. cropping to the same grain should not 
lead farmers to adopt this practice without1very good rea-
sons. 
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Chief Crops. 
In dry-farming the chief crops are the 

cereals, mostly wheat, oats, barley, corn 
(maize), rye, emmer, spelt, the grain 
sorghums and millets; but forage plants, 
such as lucerne, or alfalfa, clover, field 
peas and other legumes must be grown to 
feed the live-stock of the farm while 
hardy drought-resistant trees should be 
planted for shelter and shade and to 
make the homestead more attractive. 

But of all these crops wheat is by far 
the most important, and the reason is not 
far to seek. Wheat is the most widely 
used grain, and is always in demand. It 
is also worthy of note that the price of 
wheat is steadily rising, and as this cereal 
is generally of a finer quality when raised 
on dry lands than when it is grown under 
irrigation, it will probably long remain 
the principal crop in dry-land farming. 
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The Great Wheat Groups. 
According to Jardine several hundred 

varieties of wheat, more or less distinct, 
are grown in the dry-farming region of 
the United States. The great bulk of 
these varieties, however, fall into four 
groups: 

I. The Hard Spring Wheats: (a) 
Common Varieties. (b) Durum Va
rieties. 

II. The Hard Winter Wheats. 

III. The Semi-Soft White or Inter
mountain Wheats. 

IV. The Soft-White or Pacific Coast 
Wheats. 

Broadly speaking each group is grown 
in a particular belt or zone. These 
wheat zones, of course, are not sharply 
defined; still certain types predominate 
in each. 
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Spring Wheat Zone. 
The Hard Spring Wheat Zone takes in 

North and South Dakota and a portion 
of northwestern Nebraska. Of the com
mon varieties the two best known are 
Blue-stem and Red Fife. The famous 
wheats known as "No. 1 Hard" and 
"No. 1 Northern" which usually com
mand the highest price on the markets of 
the world have been developed from 
these two varieties. The growing of 
winter wheat is not possible in this zone 
owing to the long severe winters, light 
rains in the fall, and severe freezing and 
thawing in the early spring. But this 
section may also be spoken of as the 
home of the durum wheats in America; 
and as they seem destined to become the 
leading spring varieties throughout the 
whole semi-arid West, a short accolmt 
of their origin may not be out of place. 
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The DUT'um JVheats.' 
For more than forty years there have 

been occasional shipments into the 
United States of the hard, glossy 
wheats of the so-called durum type, 
chiefly from Russia, but also from Al
geria and Chile. But it is only during 
the past nine years that public attention 
has been specially directed to them, and 
this has been due mainly to the publica
tions and efforts of the National Depart
ment of Agriculture. In the year 1900 
Mr. M . A. Carleton, United States 
Cerealist, was sent on a mission to Rus
sia. He traveled through the Durum 
Wheat Zone and secured a large number 
of varieties which were distributed to the 
farmers and Experiment Stations in the 
Great Plains region where the climate 
and soil conditions are very like those 

1 Also termed macaroni wheats since they are used in 
the manufacture of macaroni. The term durum comes 
from the Latin word meaning hard. 
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found in Russia and in Algeria, where 
the macaroni wheats are grown. In 1901 
Mr. Carleton wrote on page 16 of his 
bulletin on Macaroni wheats : "The 
normal yearly rainfall of the Great 
Plains at the one-hundredth meridian, 
where wheat-growing is at present prac
tically non-existent on account of lack of 
drought-resistant varieties, is nearly 
three inches greater than that for the 
entire semi-arid Volga region, which is 
one of the principal wheat regions of 
Russia, and which produces the finest 
macaroni wheat in the world." 

At first these grains were received with 
but little favor, in spite of the fact that 
they gave excellent yields and showed re
markable rust-resistant and drought-en
during qualities. But the macaroni 
factories of America were then using the 
ordinary bread wheats, and neither the 
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mills nor the elevators would accept the 
durum varieties. Happily this prejudice 
has entirely died down and it is probable 
that within the next few years these types 
will be used exclusively in the manu
facture of macaroni. In blending with 
the softer varieties and as a source of 
pemolina or "macaroni flour" durum 
wheats are now acknowledged to be un
rivaled. But for the dry-farmer the 
drought-resisting quality of the durum 
wheat is the most important point; and 
in the semi-arid lands of Texas, Mon
tana, Utah, and California, they have sur
passed all the spring varieties and are 
easily preeminent in this respect. Their 
rust-resistance is also noteworthy. This 
was first shown in a striking manner dur
ing the season of 1900 when the rust 
epidemic did so much damage to the 
common varieties. For that reason in 
some parts of Minnesota, farmers are 
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now growing durum wheats in place of 
Fife and Blue-stem. But the excessive 
humidity of the atmosphere makes this 
section of the country wholly unsuited to 
their growth. In short, durum wheats 
are the best spring wheats to be grown 
where the summers are hot and dry; but 
they do not give satisfactory yields in 
humid regions. Durum wheats first be
came prominent in the commercial world 
of the United States in the year 1903 
when 6,000,000 bushels were produced; 
the annual harvest has steadily risen until 
today the total crop is close on 100,000,-
000 bushels. 

Winter (Crimean) Wheat Zone. 
The zone in which the hard winter or 

Crimean wheats are grown includes the 
State of Kansas, southern and central 
Nehraska and Oklahoma, the Panhandle 
of Texas, Montalla, Colorado, and Al-
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berta in Canada-the area of maximum 
production being in central Kansas, 70,-
000,000 bushels per annum. These 
wheats originated in Russia and take 
their name from the peninsula of Crimea, 
where they have long been grown. They 
were first introduced into the United 
States by the Mennonite colonists who 
came from Russia and brought some 
seed with them. 

The typical varieties of this group are 
the Turkey-sometimes called Turkey 
Red-the Kharkof, and the Crimean. 
They are usually termed "hard red win
ter wheats." The Kharkof is most valued 
and has proved very hardy. The wheats 
of this group are all bearded, and have 
white chaff and hard, red berries. They 
do not grow tall, but are very heavy 
yielders. Although in great demand as 
milling wheats they are not thought equal 
to the No.1 Hard and No.1 Northern 
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grades of the Fife and Bluestem of the 
Dakotas. 

111.termountai11 Whrat Zone. 
Passing westward from the Hard Win

ter 'iVheat-belt we come to the Inter
mountain or Great Basin Wheat Zone. 
The wheat of this region may be con
sidered as intermediate between that of 
the Great Plains and that of the Pacific 
Coast. The wheat of tlns belt is much 
mixed with, however, a tendency to the 
production of a white soft berry re
sembling tlle graiII of the Pacific Coast. 
Hence, the term semi-soft white wheat.' 

It cannot be said, as in speaking of the 
previous zones, that any particular va
riety is dominant in the Intermountain 
region, although the winter sorts are 
chiefly grown. This is due to the fact 

1 It is or interest to know that the finest and cleanest 
seed is now grown in Alberta. being originally obtained 
from Kansas. 
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that the locality in question has up till 
now been of little or no account in the 
world's wheat markets. Nevertheless, the 
rapid development of dry-farming in this 
section, and the enormous areas which 
are eminently suited to wheat-growing, 
must ultimately reduce the number of va
rieties in favor of one uniform dominant 
type. As Jardine wisely remarks: 
"Fruit-growers recognize this principle 
of uniformity and profit by it. This 
point has also been forcibly illustrated by 
the durum wheats in this country. When 
the durum wheat was produced only 
locally and in small quantities, it had ab
solutely no market, but just as soon as 
the Dakotas began to make a specialty 
of it, the sale became easier and a market 
was soon firmly established." In the 
opinion of the same authority the coming 
wheats for the Intermountain area will 
be the Crimean group for winter wheat 
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and the durums for spring. The latter 
are the only varieties which have proved 
capable of withstanding the dry, hot 
sununers of this region. 

The Pacific Wheat Zone. 
This zone comprises the San Joaquin 

and Sacramento Valley in California, 
and the Columbia Basin region of 
Oregon, Washington, and Idaho. The 
wheats of this belt are the extreme oppo
site of those of the Kansas region. In 
other words, they are very soft and white, 
and very low in gluten-the most valu
able constituent of the wheat berry
while the Kansas grains are hard, red, 
and rich in gluten and hence more de
sirable. The wheats of the Pacific belt 
are not readily salable in the Minneapolis 
and Chicago markets; however, they sell 
freely on the Pacific Coast, in western 
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Europe and the Orient. The main va
rieties are Defiance, Little Club, White 
Australian, and Sonora in California; 
Red Chaff and Foise in Oregon; Palouse, 
Red Russian, and also Blue-stem, in 
Washington and Idaho. So far all at
tempts to maintain high gluten content 
in wheats brought to the Pacific Ceast 
region have failed. As soon as the hard 
varieties have become acclimated in this 
region they are found to be starchy and 
soft and so closely resemble the Pacific 
Coast types in chemical composition. 
This is particularly true of the wheat 
sections of California. It is thus cus
tomary for the millers of California to 
import hard sorts so as to strengthen 
their own flour. As Jardine points out 
this is another possible use for durum 
wheats raised farther east. Such a 
course would increase the market for the 
durums and at the same time prove of 
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vast service to the farmers and millers of 
the Pacific Coast. 

Oats. 
There are a number of spring varieties 

of oats that withstand drought to a 
marked degree. Among the most prom
ising are the following: Sixty-Day, 
Kherson, Burt, llnd Swedish Select. 
These varieties are usually quick grow
ers; they are thus able to use to best 
advantage the early spring moisture and 
by maturing soon escape the severe 
droughts which may occur later in the 
season. A winter variety, known as the 
Boswell Winter Oats has given excellent 
results in Utah and is being tested in the 
Great Plains area. 

Barley. 
The most drought-resistant varieties 

of spring barleys belong to the beardless 
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and hull-less types, and have proved ex
cellent varieties to grow on dry lands. 
They are highly valued for stock feed, 
and being spring crops are well adapted 
to a rotation in which they can follow 
winter wheat. The Tennessee Winter 
Barley has given good results in N e
braska and Kansas and is rapidly displac
ing the spring types in the latter State. 

Spelt and Emmer. 
Spelt and emmer are less generally 

known than the other grains as they have 
only recently been introduced from 
Russia. There is still some confusion 
regarding spelt and emmer. They are 
both generally called spelt. The two are 
quite distinct, however, but they are alike 
in the fact that the chaff adheres closely 
to the berry after thrashing. Botani
cally, spelt and emmer are closely related 
to wheat, but economically they might 
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better be classed with oats and barley 
since they are cultivated in the United 
States for stock food only. As a mix
ture with other grains, such as corn, oats, 
and barley, they are highly prized. 

Sorghum. 
Sorghum is supposed to have origi

nated in equatorial Africa. At the 
present time it is more or less extensively 
cultivated in all tropical and temperate 
regions of the globe, and forms an im
portant part of the food supply of the 
human race as well as of domestic ani
mals. It is not too much to say that the 
sorghums sUT}>ass all other crops in with
staitmrig long penods of drought and 
hot winds. This fact alone has done 
much to make them the leading crops in 
the drier regions of the United States. 
Sorghum is far superior to corn (maize) 
in this respect and will remain fresh and 
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green through periods of drought that 
would entirely destroy a corn-field. 
Sorghum does excellently on the "red
land" formations of Oklahoma and 
northwestern Texas. It has also been 
grown with some success on the alkali 
soils of California New Mexico, and 
Arizona. 

Effect on the Land. 
It is commonly said that Sorghum is 

"hllrd,()nthe_land" and in a sense this is 
true. But any crop which produces a 
large amount of forage or grain tends to 
exhaust the soil. Sorghum often affords 
three cuttings a year in the Gulf States 
and two in the semi-arid regions. It is 
not surprising, then, that it is hard on the 
land. On rich soils, however, good crops 
have been secured for many successive 
years without any marked decrease in 
soil fertility. Ball writes on this subject 
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as follows: "It is probable thut the ob
seryed bad effect on land is due more to 
the physical condition in which the soil 
is left than to an actual reduction of 
fertility. The large quantity of coarse 
stubble left in the soil , especially where 
the crop is grown rather thinly in drills, 
hinders perfect preparation for the next 
crop. If the land is dry when plowed 
clumps of stubble are likely to become 
centres of great clods, which are broken 
up only with great difficulty. Sorghums 
also continue their growth later in the 
autumn than most other crops, and thus 
continue to remove moisture from the 
soil until a late date. If the land is then 
sown to a winter crop there is not suffi
cient moisture remaining to give it a 
successful start, and the failure is then 
laid to the impoverishment of the soil by 
the preceding sorghum crop. This com
plaint has been more frequently made . 
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against Kaffir corn than against the sac
charine sorghums." 

ClasJJification of Sorghums. 
There are a great many varieties of 

Sorghums. They hybridize or cross very 
readily and the number of different sorts 
seem to be constantly increasing. All 
forms, however, grown in the United 
States may be separated into four classes 
or groups: (1) Broom Corns. (2) Sor
gos, Saccharine or Sweet Sorghums. 
(8) Kaffir corns. (4) Durras. 

Of these the broom corns are grown 
only for their brush, the sorgos for for
age and syrup, the Kaffir corns for grain 
and forage, and the durras almost ex
clusively for grain. 

Broom Corns. 
The broom corns have straight stems 

which do not branch from the upper 
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nodes, or joints, and very long, straight, 
loose, open seed-heads, usually light-col
ored, which are used in the making of 
brooms and brushes. The stalk is dry and 
pithy, lacking the sweet juice of the sac
charine sorghums to which broom corn is 
most closely related. 

Saccharine SorghUImIJ. 
The sweet sorghums are popularly 

known by reason of their sweet sap or 
juice from which syrup and sugar are 
made. In general, they are of tall and 
leafy growth, branching only sparingly 
at the upper nodes, or joints, and not 
stooling much at the base. The seed-head 
or panicle varies from the close, compact 
"club" head of the Sumac sorghum to 
the loose and often widely spreading ; 
head of the Ag1!>l:!f variety. The seeds 
are red in the Sumac and reddish-yellow 
in the Orange and Amber sorghums, 
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and usually protrude a little from be
tween the glumes or chaff. 

Non-Saccharine Sorghums. 
Non-saccharine sorghums have usually 

a stouter stalk, with a fair amount of 
juice, which is, however, less abundant 
and less sugary than in the sweet 
sorghums. On account. of the position 
of their heads and the shape of their seeds 
they are readily separated into two great 
classes namely (a) The Kaffir Corns and 
(b) The Durras (Dhomas). 

The Kaffir group includes Red Kaffir, 
White KafHr, Black-hulled White Kaffir, 
Imd White Mifo or Large African Mil
let. Kaffir corns are all characterized by 
erect, rather long and compact, cylin

"drical heads full of egg-shaped (with the 
large end outermost) seeds which are 
either white or red as indicated by the 
name. White Milo Kaffir corn may be 
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distinguished from Black-hulled White 
Kaffir corn by its much better growth, 
longer internodes (with space between 
the joints of the stern), and larger and 
lighter colored, yellowish leaves. 

The dUITa group comprises Milo, 
white dUITa ("Jerusalem Corn," "Rice 
Corn," "White Egyptian Corn") and 
brown dUITa ,. ("Brown Egyptian 
Corn") . The durras are characterized 
by dry and rather pithy stems and large, 
oval or egg-shaped, mostly pendent 
("goose-hecked") heads. The number 
of leaves on each stalk is only 8 to 10 on 
the average. This scanty foliage and the 
pithy stern make them (the durras) of 
little value for forage in comparison with 
the Kaffirs and Sorgus. However, the 
seeds of the dUITas are larger than the 
latter. The best known of this group is 
milo, first known as "Yellow Millo 
Maize." The adjective "yellow" was 
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applied because of the yellowish color of 
the seeds and also because a white-seeded 
s_orghum, related to Kaffir corn, was then 
being sold as "White Millo Maize." It 
is now commonly known as Dwarf Milo,
Yellow Milo and Milo "Maize," but the 
last name should not be used as it is apt 
to confuse it with corn. The simple term 
milo is the best. 

Milo was first introduced into the 
country from Africa about 1880. In the 
Panhandle of Texas, Oklahoma, and 
Kansas it is widely grown on account of 
its drought resistance and comparative 
earliness. Dwarf milo is merely ordinary 
milo grown in the dry plains where, 
owing to lack of moisture, it becomes low 
in stature. The heads of the common 
varieties of milo are mostly pendent and 
consequently hard to harvest; but the 
improved or selected types developed by 
the Department of Agriculture have 
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erect heads and consequently may be har
vested with grain-headers. The im
proved milo crop is adapted to rapid and 
economical handling on a large scale by 
machinery. Milo needs a soil very much 
like that required for corn. Four pounds 
of seed to tile acre have given the best 
results in the Texas Panhandle, and the 
yield varies from 25 to 55 bushels per 
acre. Milo is mainly used as a feeding 
grain on the dry-farms of the West; but 
except for poultry the grain should be 
cracked or ground before feeding. Milo 
is now widely grown in western Texas, 
New Mexico, California, Oklahoma, and 
Kansas, and is proving of great value as 
a dry-land grain crop. It seelIlS well 
worthy of trial in the whole Great Basin 
region. Lastly, the group of Kowliangs 
or Chinese grain sorghums are the most 
promising early strains yet discovered. 
The best variety matured in the Pan-
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handle of Texas in eighty-five days. This 
is at an elevation of from 3000 to 4000 
feet with an average rainfall of 22 
inches. 

Rye. 
Rye, well known as a good dry-farm

ing crop, can nearly always be relied 
upon to produce a crop under conditions 
of drought too severe for wheat or other 
grain. There are both spring and win
ter varieties. The spring types are most 
valuable as green manuring crops, and 
also for summer forage and pasturage. 
Winter varieties are most profitable for 
the production of grain and forage. The 
value of rye as forage is almost equal to 
that of timothy if cut at the proper time. 
Since rye produces a heavy foliage even 

. under very dry conditions, it is specially 
esteemed as a dry-farm forage crop. Its 
grain, too, is valuable as a stock food. 
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Emmer. 
Emmer, a species of wheat, has recently 

attracted much notice as a valuable grain 
for semi-arid regions. It is largely grown 
in Russia and Gennany and probably 
was first introduced into the United 
States by the German and Russian colo
nists who settled in the Northwest. In 
Russia it is mainly grown in the Upper 
Volga region where the annual rainfall is 
about 16 inches. The name "emmer" is a 
German word, and should be used instead 
of "spelt," by which it is often erroneously 
called. The heads of emmer are almost 
always bearded; while the spikelets are 
usually two-grained. The emmer may 
be distinguished from spelt as follows: 
the spikelets of spelt are far apart, stand 
out from the stem, and fonn a very loose 
head; while the spikelets of emmer lie 
close together and form a compact head. 
Further, the grain of emmer is harder 
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and redder than that of spelt. Emmer 
is a much harder and quicker grow
ing plant than spelt. It can withstand 
severe drought, and, to a large degree, 
leaf-rust and smut. Emmer will produce 
a fair crop under almost any condition of 
soil and climate, but thrives best in a dry 
prairie region, with short hot summers, 
where it gives excellent yields. It will 
grow on poor lands, in stony ground, in 
forest regions, and on the prairie. A dry 
hot climate seems to produce in emmer a 
hard, bright, clean grain. In Russia a 
large amount of this grain is used for 
human food, such as in porridge and 
cakes. The high protein content would 
indicate that it should make very nutri
tious bread. Moreover, emmer has 
proved of great value for improving other 
varieties of wheat. By crossing it with 
the common"varieties, the following char
acters are secured: (1) Better resistance 
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to fungous attacks. (2) Greater 
drought resistance. (3) Increase in 
productiveness. (4.) Non-shattering. 
(5) Stiffness of straw. (6) Increase 
of gluten content. Crosses with emmer 
usually show a great increase in general 
vigor and hardiness. 

Corn. 
It is rather remarkable that more com 

is not grown in the semi-arid zone. It is 
incorrect to say as a recent writer does 
that "The West is not a corn country," 
when we recall the splendid crops raised 
in Kansas. 

Corn, like sorghum, is a drought-re
sistant crop and if planted in deep, well 
tilled land will successfully withstand a 
long period of drought. Com may be 
planted in drills or sown in squares with 
a check-row planter. In Kansas it is 
usually planted with a lister. Cultiva-
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tion should begin a day or two after the 
crop is planted and it is often harrowed 
until the plants are six to eight inches 
high in order to keep the soil from get
ting hard and crusted. Buffum says: 
"Under dry-farming, with proper tools, 
one man can plant and tend 160 acres of 
corn, or of sorghum. He must have 
plenty of horses, gang-listers, large har
rows and gang-weeders." It is impos
sible to recommend anyone variety of 
corn that would prove adapted to the 
whole of the 'Vest. But the dry-farmer 
should try to obtain a variety which is 
likely to suit his particular conditions 
and grow his own seed-corn. By careful 
selection for two or three years he can 
easily increase his annual yield from 
three to five bushels. 

The best corn-breeding work in the 
United States has been done by the Uli
nois Experiment Station; and the farmer 
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might well obtain one or other of the 
standard varieties recommended by that 
station, or such superior corns as Min
nesota No. 13 and Wisconsin No.7, to be 
obtained from the experiment stations of 
these States. But the important thing to 
remember is, as far as possible, to grow 
only one or two varieties and to plant 
them far enough apart to avoid mixing 
or cross-fertilization. 

It is not hard to foretell that corn is 
destined to become one of the most im
portant dry-farm crops in the semi-arid 
section of the United States, because of 
its great value as a fodder and as a grain 
crop. 

Alfalfa (Lucern). 
Alfalfa 1 is a very valuable crop for the 

dry-farmer and it is now being grown in 
I Alfalfa, the Arabic name by which this plant waB 

known in Spain and carried thence to Mexico. California 
aDd the western United States. It would be well. bow-
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every State in the West. It has given 
exeellent yields on the dry lands of 
Texas, Oklahoma, Utah, Kansas and 
central Nebraska. Owing to its deep
going tap-root alfalfa will stand a long 
siege of drought; and the writer has seen 
splendid fields of lucern in Utah with a 
rainfall of about 15 inches per annum. 
Alfalfa grows best in a deep, well
drained loamy soil. It does not thrive in 
a cold, wet land; nor in loose, sandy soil. 
Like all other legumes, lucern has the 
power of absorbing nitrogen from the 
air. It thus adds fertility to the soil and 
when plowed under it is valuable as a 
fertilizer for worn-out lands. It is not, 
however, so well suited for short rotations 
as clover, but may be used to great ad
vantage in a five or ten year rotation with 
wheat, corn, potatoes or sugar beets. 
~ver. if this name were given up in favor of the synonym 
,ueem, now universally used in Utah, England, Europe. 
IIld South Africa. 
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Lucem should never be grown in or
chards as it is apt to withdraw too much 
moisture from the trees. The cause of 
the failure of alf alf a is very often due to 
.careless preparation of the soil. New 
land should be cultivated for one year at 
least, and better for two or three, before 
it is seeded. This crop is easy to grow 
and to keep clean, provided it is sown in 
a mellow, weedless seed-bed, and no crop 
responds more generously to good treat
ment. The effect of frequent tillage is 
really amazing. 

Recently, a new industry has arisen in 
the semi-arid regions, namely, the grow
ing of alfalfa for seed. It is found that 
a better quality of seed can he raised on 
dry lands than under irrigation Or in the 
humid districts of the East. For if too 
much water is given to the crop during 
the time of flowering and seed forming, 
the strength of the plant goes to foliage 
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rather than to seed production. This 
opens up a new and practically limitless 
field of work for the dry-farmer. Al
falfa, for seed, should not be sown in 
quite the same manner as for an ordinary 
hay crop. To secure strong thrifty 
plants, prevent crowding, and permit 
cultivation the seed should be sown very 
thinly in rows from two and one half to 
three and one half feet apart and the 
young plants can be thinned out with a 
hoe, as for sugar beets, or harrowed cross
wise to cut out a portion of the crop. 
When a small amount of seed, three to 
six pounds per acre, is used, it may be 
mixed with ashes to help to spread it 
evenly. The yield of seed should be from 
fiye to seyen bushels per acre, but on good 
soils as high as ten to twelve bushels may 
be expected. Lucern weighs 60 Ibs. to 
the bushel. In practice the decision as to 
whether the crop should be used for hay 
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or saved for seed may depend on the 
weather. If the season is wet. a hay crop 
is generally harvested; if dry. the field is 
allowed to go to seed. The best time to 
cut a lucern crop for seed is when about 
half the pods have turned brown. For 
hay lucern should be cut just as it is be
ginning to bloom. After flowering it 
loses its feeding-value. If the field is 
fairly uniform, the proper stage for cut
ting is when about one tenth of the plants 
are beginning to flower. Alfalfa is a 
highly nutritious and palatable fodder 
for all classes of farm animals. All stock 
eat it greedily either in the green farm or 
as hay. For the best results, however, it 
should be combined with some grain, such 
as corn, barley or oats. 

Potatoes. 
Potatoes are among the most valuable 

of dry-farm crops and are now being 
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grown on an extensive scale in the semi
arid regions. It is a well known fact that 
potatoes raised under irrigation tend to 
deteriorate, consequently there is a large 
and growing demand for dry-land seed. 
In a good, deep sandy loam this crop 
will thrive with comparatively little 
moisture. The following varieties are 
chiefly grown in the West: Ohio, Mam
moth Pearl, Rural New Yorker and 
Burbank. 

It is important that a community of 
settlers who are just starting to farm 
should plant only one or two varieties in 
order to supply their market with a uni-

. form product. Potato land should be 
i plowed deep. Usually four horses are 
put on a fourteen-inch plow and the fur
row turned from eight to ten inches deep. 
If it is sod, the plowing is generally done 
to · a depth of five or six inches the first 
year, but the ground should be disked 
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before plowing, in order to fonn a fine 
seed-bed on turning over. 

Potatoes on dry lands should receive \ 
deep and thorough cultivation. When 
the plants are four or five inches high, 
cultivate deep and near the rows. This 
may be done each week or ten days, run
ning the cultivator shovels farther from 
the plants as they grow larger, and 
throwing the soil toward the rows. If 
potatoes are to be grown on a large scale, 
a good potato planter is necessary. The 
seed should be planted from four to six 
inches deep in rows three to three and 
one half inches apart and twelve to 
eighteen inches in the row. The culti
vator and harrow should be used to level 
the soil and fonn a moisture-saving 
mulch. Large potatoes are not desirable 
and the fanner should strive to raise a 
medium-tuber, uniform in size, shape and 
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color, free from scab or crack in order to 
secure the top market prices. 

Canadian Field Peas.' 
This crop has given good results in 

!-Iontana and elsewhere and should be 
tried in every dry-fann. Field peas have 
a two-fold value. The grain and straw 
furnish valuable food for aU classes of 
fann animals; and the crop is one of the 
best soil improvers, because of its ability 
to take free nitrogen from the air and 
add it to the soil. 

The best success in the growing of field 
peas has been gained on clay loam soils 
which contained some humus and some 
lime. Very light, sandy soils do not 
give enough vine growth; while very 

1 This does not afford an accurate deSCription. since 
many varieties of this particular strain exist. During the 
past few years the Montana Experiment Station has grown 
nineteen different varieties of field peas. all possessing dis
tinctive characters. and yet all belonging to the general 
class known as U Canadian Field Peas." 
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rich, black soils produce too much leaf at 
the expense of the pod. "" et lands are 
wholly unsuited to the growth of peas. 

Peas may be planted either on spring
or fall-plowed land. Usually, fall plow
ing gives the best results. The soil should 
be fine and mellow at the time of seeding. 
Canadian Field Peas should be one of 
the first farm crops sown in the spring. 
It is customary to sow with a drill at the 
rate of from 60 to 100 pounds of seed 
per acre. 

Peas should be cut when the grain is 
hard in the pods and before the pods 
have dried sufficiently to crack open. 
Until a few years ago peas had to be cut 
with the scythe, making the crop hard 
and dear to handle. But the introduction 
of the pea harvester attachment to the 
ordinary mower has made it possible to 
handle the crop more cheaply and with 
much greater ease. Three men and one 
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team of horses with an ordinary mower 
attachment will cut ten acres of peas in 
a day. 

Leguminou8 Crops. 
Those crops which belong to the pea 

or pod-forming family are of special 
value to the dry-farmer, for, in the first 
place, they may be grown as forage 
plants or, secondly, utilized for green 
manuring. N ow the plowing under of 
green crops is one of the oldest methods 
of maintaining the fertility of the soil. 
But it was only within the last twenty
five years that the great value of the 
legume was made clear. Most farmers 
are aware that the roots of leguminous 
plants possess small warts, usually 
termed nodules or tubercles, by means of 
which they can make use of the free 
nitrogen of the air. Further, these 
nodules are caused by certain germs 
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which; while feeding on the legume, pro
vide it with nitrogen drawn from the air. 

These nitrifying bacteria vary in size 
and shape according to the plant. Thus, 
while in red clover, they are usually small 
and round, on the bean they may reach 
the size of a pigeon's egg. Again, every 
legume has its own special strain of bac
teria. For example, the germ on the 
lucern root is different from that on the 
clover plant and that on the cow pea is 
distinct from that of the soy bean. Land 
may be inoculated with the legume or
ganisms by scattering soil from a field 
where the crop has been recently grown, 
or by using artificial cultures of the 
proper bacteria. According to Piper, 
there are in the United States fifteen 
leguminous field crops which are grown 
more or less extensively for feeding pur
poses or for green manuring. In the 
approximate order of their importance 
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they are as follows: Red Clover, Lucern, 
Cow Peas, Alsike Clover, Crimson 
Clover, White Clover, Canada Peas, Soy 
Beans, Peanuts, Vetch, Velvet Beans, 
Japan Clover and Bur Clover. A few 
more are cultivated to a less extent, as 
Sweet Clover, Beggarweed, Grass Peas, 
Penugreek and Horse Beans. :Many 
others have been tested in an experi
mental way, but as yet are not grown as 
crops. From an agricultural point of 
view legumes may be classified into three 
groups: 

1. Summer annuaUi, including cow 
peas, soy beans, peanuts, beans, velvet 
beans and in the North common vetch 
and Canada peas. 

2. Winter annuals, comprising crim
son clover, bur clover, hairy vetch, and in 
the South common vetch and Canada 
peas. 

3. BienniaUi or perenniaUi, embracing 
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red clover, white clover, alsike clover, 
lucern and sweet clover. 

Each of these crops can be grown 
advantageously only in certain clearly 
defined regions. Moreover, for the par
ticular purpose in view it rarely happens 
that a choice of two or more equally 
valuable legumes is offered. Usually one 
is so much superior to any other that 
substitution is practically out of the 
question. In a few cases, however, . the 
use of one legume in place of another is 
practicable. Thus, cow peas and soy 
beans are agriculturally much alike and 
are adapted to the same States. In a like 
manner crimson clover, bur clover, and 
the vetches may be used, one in place of 
another, over a large area. In some sec
tions of the country the culture of red 
clover is no longer profitable, owing to 
various diseases. Alsike clover has been 
used to some extent as a substitute, but 
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the yield is ordinarily much less. There 
is also an increasing use of lucern in 
place of red clover, but with lucern the 
best practice is to keep the fields in crop 
for three years or longer. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE TRACTION-ENGINE IN DRY-FARMING 

T HERE can be no doubt that the 
traction-engine is destined to play 

a prominent part in the development of 
dry-farming more especially where large 
areas of virgin prairie require to be 
tnrnen OVPT. A t the same time "V"TV 
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sponsive, and what is still worse the . fine 
natural tilth is liable to be injured. Such 
a condition may last for several seasons. 
Take, for example, an old traveled road. 
Plow it up and note how long it will be 
before such land gives a satisfactory 
crop. In the same way it may be a con
siderable time before ground that has 
been packed hard by the weight of a 
traveling engine responds to cultivation. 
Of course where the land is in sod and 
dry the actual damage done is probably 
very slight. Another matter which the 
farmer has to consider in the more remote 
dry regions is the question of water and 
coal. If water has to be hauled over two 
miles, it is doubtful whether one man and 
four horses will be able to keep the en
gine supplied. As regards coal, if it has 
to be hauled six or eight miles, it will 
require a man and his team for at least 
three days in the week. 
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Again, the constant traveling over 
rough ground, the jarring of the cogs, 
and the accumulation of dust in the 
gearing makes it hard to keep this sort 
of machinery in proper order. Parts are 
very apt to become loose or worn out and 
the whole outfit may be laid up for sev
eral days, pending repairs, at the most 
critical period of the plowing season. 
Another trouble is the difficulty of get
ting efficient engineers-men who have 
had some experience in running trac
tion-engines for plowing. Stationary 
or locomotive engineers do not seem to 
understand how to work these engines, 
although they are easy enough to 
manipulate. Notwithstanding all these 
disadvantages, the manufacturers are 
constantly striving to improve their 
machines and the popularity of the 
traction-engine is growing rapidly. This 
season a very large percentage of the 
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'wheat lands of western North Dakota
where coal is cheap and abundant-will 
be turned over by the steam plow. 

Let us take as a typical example a 25-
horse-power engine operating in North 
Dakota. Such an engine equipped for 
plowing costs about $2000, while the 
plows themselves run from $125 to $600 
depending upon the make. A 25-horse
power engine with six 14-inch plows 
generally averages from 13 to 14 acres 
per day, plowing three to five inches 
deep. The fuel used in this State is lig
nite and costs from $2 to $3 per ton in 
the field, according to the distance from 
the mine. This size of engine will use 
about four tons of coal per day. The 
engineer usually receives from $3.50 to 
$4.50 per day, and the other men, of 
whom there are usually three or four, 
from $1.25 to $1.50. The average total 
expense is reckoned at about $20 per 
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day. Most of the work of steam cultiva
tion is done by contract; the ordinary 
price charged for breaking up virgin 
land is $3.50 per acre, or $4.35 for plow
ing, disking and seeding. Naturally, the 
outlay for repairs depends largely on the 
skill of the engineer, and the care which 
he takes of his engine. In the Northwest 
there are from five to six months in the 
year during which steam cultivation can 
be profitably employed, and the maxi
mum amount of work which such an out
fit as that just mentioned could do, in a 
favorable season, would be about 1500 
acres. Traction-engines intended for 
steam plowing and thrashing are usually 
built more strongly than the ordinary 
traction-engine, both as regards the 
gearing and the boiler. Steam traction
engines for plowing usually have a 
capacity of from 25 to 40 horse-power, 
and new land is generally plowed to a 
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